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Dr. Sparks' Last Day On Campus ...
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A PROBLEN TO THE END: Always a problem to a college
or university president is that of the forthcoming budget,and
Dr. Sparks had this to contend vetth on his last day.
Discussing the university's proposed budget for 1974-76 with
him late in the day was Charles Outland, an assistant to the
vice president for administrative affairs in budget and
planning.
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STADIUM CHECK: A last-minute check
on arrangements for the opening of
football
Murray State's new 111,SN-seat
e with
stadium Saturday night_sits_msd
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancanip,vies president
for administrative affairs, as Dr. Sparks'
final full-day as president of the university
drew to a close.

HAPPY HUNTING: A call from Western Kentucky
University President Dero Downing, one of a score or
more received by the retiring &turnip weediest brought
best wishes for happy- hunting and gesoll. Dr. and
Mrs. Sparks moved Sept. 10 into their new home
overlooking Kentucky Lake some 12 miles from the
Murray campus.

- a steady parade of Iasi-minute, well wishers calling on the
WELL WISHERS: Among
Yancy Watkins, both
retiring Murray State president were Dr. Robert Alsop, left, and Dr.
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In Our 94th Year

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon September 17, 1973

Civic Music Member0- 41V
Drive Underway This Week
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major attractions will be announced shortly after the
conclusion of the Drive on
Friday, September 21.
Headquarters for the Murray
Civic Music Association is at the
Bank of Murray on the Court
Square, or memberships may
be obtained from any worker or
Board member.
Memberships for the entire
1973-'74 season include admission of the Murray attractions as well as, to the
Paducah and Martini Tennessee, concert series. Each
adult membership costs $10;
each student, $5; family
memberships with two adults
and any number of cidkken are
$25; and M.S.U. students may
use their I. D. cards for the
Murray attractions. Please
phone 753-0707 for further information.
The members of the Board of
A big day Saturday with the
opening of Roy Stewart Directors of the Murray Civic
stadium, first grid game of the Music Association are as
season and Dr. Curries' taking follows: president, Richard
over from Harry Sparks.
Farrell; vice-president, John
Winter; membership secretary,
The day was perfect, cool, Mrs. ,Doug Abbott; treasurer,
sunny and clear.
Mrs. J. R. Allbritten; publicity,
A. W. Simmons, Jr.; and board
Everyone should be proud of members, Mrs. Gaylord
this huge new stadium. The Forrest, Mrs. James Hart, Dr.
enormity of ft grows on you as Jim
Kline, Mrs. Irma
you walk through it, yet it is LaFollette, Mrs. C. C. Lowrey,
fairly simple to get around in it. Dr. and Mrs. Joe Prince, Paul
The Racer room on the field Shahan, Mrs. John Winter and
level was jammed with folks at Mrs. Carole Hahn. "Help
the buffet. We don't know how support the largest civic
long the Big M Club can con- organization in Calloway
tinue this type of fare, but at County,the Murray Civic Music
board
least this one time is was Association,"
a
mighty good.
spokesman urged.
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As New President' Of
Murray State Saturday

The annual one week Membership Drive of the Murray
Civic Music Association begins
today, following a successful
and spirited kick-off buffet held
last evening in the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray
for all workers and Board of
Directors. The announced
headline attraction for the 1973'74 concert season is the Namhvflle Symphony which d- rill
appear in Murray on Sunday
afternoon, November 18. Other
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raised, responded with the "I
do" that made the transition
official at the onset of a
university board of regents
meeting.
James A. (Jim) Davis of
Owensboro, the latest appointee
to the board by Gov. Wendell H.
Ford, also took the - oath of office. He replaces E.G. Adams; a
from right, talked with, left to
DR. CURR1S'FIRST DAY —Dr. Constantine i Demo) Currie,
former Hopkinsville banker
A.
James
member
regents
of
right, Kentucky Court of Appeals Judge, Earl T. Wiwi*,new
who now lives in Missouri.
es in which Judge
Davis and retiring Murray State jeresident Dr. Harry DI.Sparks Isleslag ceremoni
Dr. Harry M. Sparks. who
University Saturda.
into
moved
Osborne swore in Curris as the sixth president of Murray State
officially
retirement as Curris took office,
remained to lend assistance to
his successor as the board
d university business.
conducte
Dr. Elvis J. Stahr, a favorite
first personnel move
Curris'
son of the Jackson Purchase
was a recommendation apacnational
gained
has
who
proved by the board to appoint
and
claim as educator
Mancil J. Vinson, currently
executive, will be the featured
of alumni affairs, as a
director
police.
to
Roger Wilson was injured in at Five Points Friday, ac- N. 15th, according
speaker during ceremonies
special assistant to the
car
Williams
the
said
Officers
Dr.
te
police.
Nov. 12 to inaugura
an automobile accident on cording to
president. Vinson will retain his
Officers said the Kelso car was going south on 15th and the Constantine (Deno) Curris as
Highway 94 West, mile east of
position.
alumni
headed
the sixth president of Murray
Lynn Grove, Sunday at 8:20 was going west on Highway 121 White car was parked
A member of the staff since
ocaccident
the
when
west
was
car
er
Guthmill
and the
p.m.
State University.
October, 1968, Vinson, who is 48,
the Williams
Wilson sustained injuries of pulling out of ayarking lot when curred. Damage to
The Hickman native, now
had previously served 13 years
and
front
left
several broken bones and the accident occurred. Damage car was to the
_president of the National
as Kentucky assistant comthe
to
damage
and
side,
right
ftkil&-le
was
car
to
ofKelso
was
to the
Society,
lacerations, according
Audubon
missioner of agriculture. Curris
the right rear
ficials of the Murray-Calloway front, and damage to the Guth- White car was to
designated today by the board
d that Vinson will assist
explaine
County Hospital where he was miller car was to the right front. and side.
of regents upon the request of
with special regional demands
cars
Sunday.
a.m
11:05
At
l
cars
,
principa
Saturday
the
nt
a.m.
nine
deliver
At
given emergency treatme
Curris to
such as speaking engagements,
D. Sanders, of
address for the occasion.
before being transferred to the driven hy Mary R. Goodwin,902 driven by Hiram
legislative work and comof
Windsor,
I..
Henry
Curris, elected by the board
Western Baptist Hospital, Clarkihire, and Peggy D. Paris, and
munication with state governinvolved
were
Tenn.,
.
Dukedom
inwere
his
268,
assumed
Box
n,
officially
Billingto
Aug. 4,
Paducah.
ment agencies.
ion
intersect
the
at
collision
a
Belin
the
of
g
on
The injured man was brought volved in a collision
new duties at the beginnin
A report made by Sparks on
ace,
Sycamor
and
the board meeting. He and
to the hospital by the Air Shopping Center parking of 16th
nt indicated that a
enrollme
Stahr
J.
Dr. Elvis
cording to police
Professional Ambulance Ser- lot, according to police.
James A. (Jim) Davis of
drop of about five percent is
car
Sanders
the
said
Army
Officers
car
to
e
the
Goodwin
of
appointe
Officers said the
the Secretary
Owensboro, latest
vice. Trooper James Barnett of
expected in the fulltime
16th and the
The balloon took off before we
the Kentucky Highway Police was backing, headed riatheast, was going north on
the board, were administered during part of the Korean War, equivalent
FTE) figure,
least
at
on
but
seat,
east
to
our
going
got out
the oath of office by Kentucky as executive director of although final figures are not
investigated the accident, but and the Billington car was Windsor car was
accident
we did get a look at-it before it
the
when
e
the
ower's
Sycamor
T.
when
Eisenh
Earl
lot
President
could not be reached this parked on the
Court of Appeals Judge
yet available.
the
moved up. We'understand it
Committee on Education
accident Occurred. Damage to occurred. Damage to
Osborne of Benton.
morning for details.
Indicators point to a final
g
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Curris
The Murray High "B" team
FTE enrollment of about 5,750,
the
to
damage
and was gone in nothing flat.
ofa
and
.
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the
rear
to
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damage
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of
and
in
rear,
chancellor
Sparks, whose retirem
will open its season grid play "Seven accidents occurred
according to Sprits: 2247-leesleft Windsor car was to the'Emit, became effective as Curris was Pittsburgh. He has held p.m. at Holland the city over the .weekend, Billington car was to the
7
at
tonight
than the PTV of 6,000 used to
the
of
part
every
liked
We
according to police.
numerous other positions with figure the budget for the 1973-74
according to Murray City front.
installed.
cars
Sunday,
program,from the fireworks, to Stadium.
p.m
the
at
2:16
At
of
cars
tions
t
Sunday,
organiza
presiden
a.m.
nal
2115
At
educatio
Stahr, former
The Tigers will host the Jets Police.
Steffey. two universities and Secretary state, regional and national fiscal year.
the ball game. The MSU band
Cars driven by Albert L. driven by John W. Williams, 905 driven by Donald S.
.
But the decline had 4 brighter
Eleanor
ind
did a particularly good job and of North Marshall
Lawrence F. -Zimmerman Apts.
of the Army under President levels.
Admission for the contest is Kelso, 806 Sunny Lane, and Doran, Rd.. and
side, Sparks added. He said
Farm
the half time program was
College
1608
ofthe
Lindsay,
of
Jersey,
t
M.
New
member
,
presiden
Bicktown
a
named
of
Arnold
was
White,
He
Kennedy, was
fifty cents for adults and a John H. Guthmiller,
student fee income is almost
a collision
fitting.
of the National Audubon Society ficials United States delegation $21,000 higher than anticipated
Mo., were involved in a collision were involved in a collision on Rd.„ were involved in
quarter for students.
Center
Shopping
on the Central
in 1968. He had served more to the United Nations Con- because more non-resident
We figured there were 12,000
lot, according to police.
two years (1958-61) as ference on the Human Enthan
was
it
s 18.9.percent) are'
and
people in the stadium
Officers said the Steffey car president of West Virginia vironment in Stockholm, student
than had been expected
enrolled
a real sight to see all 12,000 of
and
lot
the
on
was going west
University and about six years Sweden, in 1972.
16.5 percent
them waving the Una
the Lindsay car was going south (1962-68) as presidentof Indiana
Besides his four earned
• iSee Currie, Page 10)
American flags win& were
diploma in
on the lot when the ax.c...katt- University.
degrees and
passed out as fans entered the
occurred. Damage to tfie
A Rhodes Scholar who Chinese language from Yale,
stadium.
earned three graduate degrees, Stahr has had 23 honorary
(See Accidents, Page 114
including a law degree, at degrees conferred on him, inWe also had a bonafide traffic
Oxford University in England, cluding one from Rollins
jam, but all in all the traffic
compiled a perfect un- College this year believed to be
Stahr
was handled well. After all, with
dergraduate academic record the • first Doctor of EnAdult Basic Education
5,000 automobiles all leaving the
at the University of Kentucky vironmental Science degree classes are in their third week
to
expect
cannot
you
same time,
and graduated with a Phi Beta ever awarded.
with fourteen adults enrolled,
move out too fast.
Kappa key.
Stahr and his wife, the former according to Willie F. Jackson.
He was a member of a New Dorthy Howland Berkfield of director of pupil personnel for
Pleasant weather and heavy
There is still work to be done,
provided an ideal day for York City taw firm before New York City, now reside in the Murray Public Schools.
traffic
(See Seen & Heard, Page 10)
members of the Calloway serving in the Army and rising Greenwich, Conn. They have
Jackson said any adult,
unit to the rank of lieutenant colonel two sons and. a daughter.
-County Fite-Rescue
sixteen years old or older,
World
funds
during
ration
collected
inaugu
in the infantry
Curris'
Sunday as they
without a high schoof.. diploma
for their organization at War II. He was awarded seven program, besides the formal or GED
certificate, is enmedals by the United States, installation ceremony, will couraged to enroll.
roadblocks held in Murray
Officers of the squad termed and China, where he served include a luncheon, a reception
Classes meet on Monday and
Mostly cloudy and mild with
day a moderate success and during most of his 26 months and an inauguration eve con,. Tuesday from 630 to 930 p.m
the
today
showers
light
of
chance
a
expressed hopes for more of the overseas.
cert.
in Room 107 of the Murray
ending early tonight, high 76 to
roadblock
Stahr became dean of the UK
followup
at
the
same
r inaugural Vocational School. EnroLlent
-membe
10
A
82. Low tonight 50 W 55. Tuessame
College of Law in 1948, the
next Sunday.
steering committee headed by and books are free to all
day partly cloudy and cooler,
Treasurer Edwing Jennings year he was named one of "Ten Dr. William G. Read, vice- students.
high 70 to 75.
said that anyone wishing to Outstanding Young Men of president for academic affairs,
Jackson said any one having
. wag
Outlook Wednesday thresigh
-4wseriously
make a donation Lathes:Readily Asuarica," and in.
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ents, with ITIAtialtais • -tta tafl -him -at- --the •
arrangem
luindlTrig
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DRIVER
Friday: Fair and cool Wednesover in a corn field. mail could address the donation appointed provast of,, the assistance from six sub- Murray Board of Education
jured this morning when the car he was driving went out of control and flipped
day through Pridsy-with early
a ditch, tore to Callovzay County Fire- .university.
crossed
of
out
control,
went
car
the
and
dog
a,
avoidcommittees consisting of 42 affice7S3-4363. or visit the class
Colson said that he swerved to
.His background also inchides
morning lows in the mid 40a to
occurred Rescue, Box 612, Murray, Ky.
accident
The
down.
upside
rest
to
on Monday or Tuesday nights.
struck a utility pole before coining
and
a
people
fence
'through
periods as special assistant to
mtd 50s. Afternoon highs in the
(Staff Photo hy Gene atcCutcheon) 42071.
about 3 miles west of Murray on Highway N.
mid 6(ls to mid 70s.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Deno)
Dr. Constantine
Curris officially took the reins
of leadership Saturday as the
sixth president of Murray State
University, making him the
youngest president of a major
state college or university in
Kentucky histor)-.
Attired in a light brown suit
and a tie striped in the

university's blue-amd-gold colors, the dark-haried, 32-yearold bachelor was administered
the oath of office by Kentucky
Court Appeals Judge Earl T.
Osborne of Benton.
A room full of spectators
witnessed the swearing in
ceremony and burst into applause as Curris, his right hand

Pr. Stahr,To Speak At
Roger Wilson Injured Sunday Inaugural November 12

In Accident Near Lynn Grove

Tiger 'B' Team To
Play Jets Tonight

Rescue Squad
Has Roadblock

The Weather

1

Adult Classes
Meet Tonight
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MONDAY-SEPTEMBER 17, 1973
- Criptoling The Family Car
A new way of life is about to begin Tor the
Anierlean motorist, and we probably won't like it.
The automobile, the nation's prime mover of people,
is—by law—to become even more expensive to drive
and far less convenient as a form of transportation.
As federal clean-air standards and new safety
regulations combine with fuel shortages. our
patience, our pocketbooks and our devotion to environmental protection will be sorely tried.

The changes that are coming will be restrictive,
high in price and irritating. As usual, the consumer,
this time the driving public, will have to pay the bill.
And the bill will have to be paid not only in dollars,
but in the more precious coin of personal mobility,
freedom and convenience.

New

Male Look

Coarasting patches and bright shades of orange
and red are special ploys for the man who wants to
be noticed. So says a menswear designer who
predicts that next spring males will be buying more
patterned iackets and solid trousers or vice versa
"What happens first is something avante garde
that attracts attention," he said. In his opinion the
American male cannot be dictated to, but must be
led along the fashion trail "very subtly."
It may take years, millions of promotional dollars
and the blessings of influential people, but sooner or
later any fashion style can be sold, our designer •
reports. Okay, we'll buy that. But many of us are
still looking for an easy way to knot a bow tie.—
Florence (S.C.) Morning News.

Ten Years Ago Today
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Ann Wrather, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. 0.
iVrather, has been awarded the third scholarship
granted by the J-G Chemists, according to Don
Keller, owner of the firm.
Fred Hargis, formerly of Murray, age 63, died
yesterday at Limonia, Fla
Dr. Harry Sparks spoke on "Living Up Your
Ducks" at the general meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club held last night.
Births reported at the Murray Hospital September
13 to 15 include e girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tom Shirley.

20 Years Ago Today
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Guy Turner, State Highway trooper station
ed in
Calloway County, has started a campaign to
reduce
the number of highway wrecks and injuries
on the
highway between Murray and Hazel
Carl Gruggett, age 22, was killed near
Ypsilanti,
Mich., when he was hit by a train. He was
formerly
from Gob.
Miss Betty Bowden, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. R.
L. Bowden of Murray, is now teaching fifth
grade at
the elemaktary school in Charlotte, Mich.
Bacon is advertised at 69 cents per pound:i
n the ad
for Swann's Grocery this week.

because there is usually an
upper and a lower limit. The
publication warns that "driving
too slowly can be as dangerous
as speeding."
Entering and leaving a
superhighway poses problems
because the driver is rarely
allowed to stop. When entering
he should judge the speed of the
traffic and merge into a "hole"
in the traffic flow.
To keep alert the Department
of Transportation recommends
that a driver keep plenty of air
circulating in his car, keep his
radio on, vary his speed, stop at
rest areas, change body
positions, and avoid driving
long distances at a time,
especially at night.
"Speeding is the biggest
mistake people make on the
superhighways," Capt. Pierce
says. These roads are designed
for speeds as high as 70 mph,
but, as the transportation
pamplet warns, "It is easy to
break the speed limit without
realizing it."
The condition of the car is also
important because "high speed
driving will soon bring out
deficiences," Capt. Pierce
adds. Motorists should always
THOMAS 0. HARRIS
check their tires, brakes, water,
COMMISSIONER
oil, windshield wipers, spare
Kentucky Department tof Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection
tire and headlights when
planning a trip.
Most people familiar with the operators are engaged
in
When accidents occur on
Division of Reclamation in the mining flourspar of quartzite
. interstates they are
Kentucky Department for And, there has even
usually due"'
been a to high speeds
Natural Resources and En- permit issued to mine
or drowsiness.
gold.
Capt. Pierce points out. that,
vironmental Protection know
The section is also involved in "when there is an accident on
that
its purpose is to
regulate the surface mining of research projects. A working one of the interstates or parkcoal
agreement has been established ways, It is usually a serious
However, many people do not with the U.S. Department of
Additional information is
realize that the Division of Agriculture's Soil Conservation available in a
brochure entitled
research
Service
do
the
on
to
Reclamation also is charged
"Driving the Freeway,"
with overseeing the surface revegetation of clay mine spoil published by the
Departrnent of
mining of any and all minerals banks.
Transportation in Frankfort.
which are taken from the earth
by strip mining.
J!,)
Within the Division of
Reclamation there exists an
URRA
Open 7:00• Start 7:30
office called the Stone, Sand
()RIVE 71
,4,4
(
017-e--E1N
and Gravel Section which
thru WED_
oversees surface mining of all
minerals other than coal.
Organized In 1969, the section
What the
has a staff of our persons
SIAMESE
Devil hath
covering the whole ComTWINS AT
fooled
monwealth
BIRTH...
together
There are approxiMately 200
let no man
out asunder,
active permits to mine
minerals other than coal
throughout the state. About onehalf of the active operations are
mining limestone. The other
• klPesevar, hylerreationsi liritam
half of the operations are made
up of permits to mine clay ,or
sand and gravel. A few

;
e
lovi

"

year.
A Department of Transportation publication says,
"Superhighways present the
driver with an entirely new
environment, compared to the
stop-start type of highways, and
demand special driving skills."
The high speeds at which
vehicles travel on these roads
demand that drivers operate
their cars as smoothly as
possible. At 70 miles per hour,
there is little room for sudden or
erratic movements and snap
judgements.
For this reason, any action
that would disrupt the normal
flow of traffic is extremely
dangerous. According to the
transportation publication,
motorists should never stop or
back up on the highway, should
stay in the right lane if they are
driving less than the speed
limit,and should always pull off
the road to the right.
Speed limits pose a double
problesn on the superhighways

EnvirOnmentally
Speaking

WHILE -PLAYING - POLITICS

Congress tails budget test
Sen. Mike Mansfield has taken to keep federal spending within
issue with President Nixon's bounds that his economists regard
charge that the 93rd Congress has as non-inflationary. The response
been so preoccupied with Water- by the Democratic leadership in
gate politics that it has failed to Congress has been to seek to overmeet its legislative responsibili- ride such vetoes and to pass legisties during the first seven months lation that would force the Presiof 1973.
dent to spend impounded monies.
Indeed, the leader of the Sen- Meanwhile, Congress has authoate's Democrat majority declares rized spending that exceeds the
that Watergate has had a benefi- 1973-79 budget by $1 billion. Bills
cial effect on Congress, restoring that would reform its oy,n slippower to the legislative branch of shod budget-making procedure
the federal government at a time are on that long list of matters
when there has been concern which it has not had the time or
about the accumulation of power ,,the inclination to pursue.
over the years in the executive
This hardly conforms to any
branch.
That judgment may be prema- model of a strong and responsible
ture at best. pui reading of the Congress. The 93rd Congress has
current relationship between Con- been handed more than enough isgress and the Exetutive suggests sues on which it could assert its
that Sen. Mansfield has mistaken legislative prerogative — the oil
a momentary weakening of the crisis and the urgent need for new
presidency for a strengthening of trade legislation, to mention only
Congress. There is a difference. It two where its delinquency is
becomes apparent when we con- threatening to hurt. It has been
sider whether power has been more concerned with raking over
flowing to the Executive because the past, in terms of Watergate or
presidents have been reaching for such issues as whether Mr. Nixon
it or because a succession of Con- did or did not use his power as
gresses has been surrendering it. commander in chief properly in a
The enormous Washington bu- bombing policy in a war which he
reaucracy which represents the now, happily, has put behind us.
swollen Executive was built by
-far, at least, this orra-not go
Congress, brick by brick, over a down as an auspicious year for the
period of four decades and owes President in terms of getting the
its continued existence to con- cooperation of Congress in the
gressional appropriations. In fact, passage of legislation that the
the main effort to control its country needs. Furthermore, it
growth or whittle it down right hardly promises to be any better
now is not coming from Congress from the standpoint of Congress
but from the White House and the acting to solve a problem in the
Cabinet.
distribution of governmental powThroughout this year, with im- er which existed before Waterpoundment of funds and vetoes of gate and will be used regardless
"budget-busting" programs, of how the chips fall when that
President Nixon has been trying case is finally put to rest.
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Monday,
Women's
State Unlversi
potluck at 6:
ballroom..
Murray C
Secretaries
meet at the
of Murray Sa
710 p.m. V
Recovery,
the Mental
7:30 p.m.
Tuesday,
Coldwater
will meet wi
at 12:30 p.m.
Circle I
Methodist CI
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THE LAST TEN DAYS

Art Leasing To Be
Available, Hawaii

HONOLULU (AP) - A genHENDERSON, Ky. - The Granstaff, wildlife artist Gene uine Picasso for 223! It's posbeginning days of autumn Gray, and C.G-Morehead, a sible, but at that price you
couldn't be a better time to get noted painter of historical won't get to keep it too long.
outdoors for an open-air arts buildings.
But it will be available
and crafts show, a little country
"After visiting the displays, through a Hawaii company that
has devised a plan for leasing
music, and lots of good food. All patrons can relax under
the
will be part of the Big River trees and listen to some real genuine, expensive art.
Arts- and Crafts Festival, Kentucky music. We'll have
"If a person has the stature
taming up Saturday and Sun- square dancing, country and and credibility, that person
day, Oct:, 6-7, at Audubon State western singing, and various could rent the Mona LAsa," said
Park in Henderson.
high school band concerts," Homer F. Jacobameyer of the
Residents from seven western adds Mrs. Dexter.
Pacific Lighting Leasing Co.
Kentucky counties in the Green
The idea of leasing works by
Sunday afternoon's enRiver Area Development tertainment will include
Be ye kind to one another, tender -hearte
the great artists such as Marc Chad, District will combine their "Sounds of Breck" chorus from gall, Salvador Dali and Pablo
forgiving one another, even as God for
Christ's sake artistic talents and homemade the Breckinridge Job Corps in Picasso was originated by Wilhath forgiven you.—Esphesians 4:32.
goods for the event, sponsored Onion County, who will perform liam D. Mett, owner of the Cenby the district.
God's love for us if our best reason for
ter Art Gallery in Honolulu.
from 2-3 p.m.
loving
Shirley Dexter, project
unlikeable people
Visitors can fill up on
"I was thinking-one day that
coordinator, says more than 50 homemade western Kentucky if I could lease my desk, my
exhibits featuring 26 different bar-b-que, all types of sand- typewriter, why shoUldn't I be
types of handiwork will be wiches, fresh pies, cakes and able to lease fine art," Melt
displayed and sold. Ceramics, candy to be sold by high school said.
Jewelry, needlework and de- booster clubs. There will
also be
He approached Jacobsmeyer
coupage-to name a few-will real apple cider straight from with the
concept, and ,they
by Carl Riblet Jr.
be there, along with dolls, the press.
worked out the details.
It is said to be a fact that almost any girl with a flowers, and bottles. "Just
All the activities are free and
When a'businessman wants a
good figure would rather have brains. What a silly about any kind of handicraft open to the public. The festival 210.000 Picasso for his °Wee,
you
can
think
of," says Mrs. begins at 10 a.m. Saturday, the leasing company buys the
idea! Ask any girl with brains and a poor figure what
running till dusk, and again art work from the gallery, then
wOurd Tire and the a'nsw'erirtrartabty wiFI bet- Dexter.
- Satre- extiffrthr
---be- Sunday-from 14-ple,--40atacalnto a leasingagreement
"Curves!" and she is noLreferring to the curves in a demonstrating rstheir talents
"We hope- people from
with him. The leasing cost runs
chart of the Gross National Product.
right on the spot,,and three of over the state will come:: Mrs about $211 month
a
per 21,000.
Kentucky's more prominent Dexter says. "We've picked a value of the work. A $10,000 Pi"Girls and glass are always in danger."
Jr.
artists
will
be
on hand to display beautiful site, and the whole cas-So would cost about $230 per
—Italian proverb
their works. They are Bill weekend will be a lot of fun." month,

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Expressway Driving Demands
Special Skills of Motorist
By David Kennamer
State News Bureau
FRANKFORT, Ky. - One of
the biggest boons to Kentucky
motorists in recent years has
been the completion of 1,134
miles of the planned 1,387 miles
of interstate highways and
parkways in all parts of the
state.
These limited access highways, variously termed expr essw a y s, parkways,
freeways, superhighways, and
interstates, are intended to
"handle more traffic with less
confusion" and because of their
design as much safer than older
- roads, according to Capt.
.--Harold Pierce of the Kentucky
State Police.
A spokesman for the
'Department of Transportation
predicts that "a highway built
to interstate standards will save
one life a year for every five
miles of highway." In other
words, a 40-mile stretch bf interstate will save eight lives a

TM Outstanding Civic Asset ol a Community
is the integrity of its Newspaper

Most of the measures proposed have aimed at
reducing air pollution. Some areas of cities may be
declared "off limits" to all cars, while parking rates
may jump by $4.to $5 a day in other sections in order
to discourage congestion. To conserve fuel and
further reduce pollution, speed limits are likely to be
lowered. We may also see a new tax based on
weight, horsepower and fuel consumption to
discourage purchasing of large automobiles. Withl
this will come a trend toward
smaller cars and
increased prices as more safety and antipollution
devices are added.
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certdaje,

Monday, September 17
Women's Society of Murray
State University will have a fall
potluck at 6:30 p.m in the SUB
ballroom.

Sunshine Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs. Linda Bray
at one p.m.

FBIRTHSj
Miss Linda Susan Stubblefield Becomes
ANDERSON GIRL
Bride Of Mark Stephen Pugh In Ceremony Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Anderson of Murray Route Two
At The New Providence Church of Christ are the parents of a baby girl,

Dr. Fisher Speaks
At Women's Meet
Held At Church

Mitzi Carol, weighing six
fourteen ounces, born on
pounds
the
of
meeting
general
The
September 10, at seven
Monday,
United Methodist Women of the
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Church
Methodist
United
First
Baptist Young Women of
County Hospital.
was held in Hale Chapel on
They have another daughter,
Murray Chapter, National Flint Church will meet at Tuesday, September 4, at ten
Kimberly Renee, age four. The
Secretaries Association, will church at seven pin.
a.m. with Dr. James A. Fisher,
meet at the Community Room
father is employed at General
church, as
Murray-Calloway Count) Sr., minister of the
of Murray Savings and Loan at
Tire and Rubber Company,
speaker.
guest
the
Shrine Club will have its social
7:30 p.m. Visitors welcome.
Mayfield.
Methodist
the
of
Role
"The
meeting at the WOW Hall with a
Grandparents are Mr. and
the
was
Church"
This
Women in
potluck supper at 6:30 p.m.
Mrs.
011is Anderson if Murray
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
subject of the talk by Dr. Fisher
Route Two and Mr. and Mrs. _
Mrs.
by
introduced
the Mental Health Center at
who
was
Executive Board of Kirksey
Bruce King of Murray Route
He opened his
7:30 p.m.
PTA will meet at the home of Max Brandon.
By Abigail Van Buren
Eight. A great grandmother is
purpose
the
by
discussing
talk
Mrs. Billie Ha7ri.11 at 1:30 p.m.
Mrs. Ethel Norsworthy of
Tuesday, September 18
of the United Methodist Women
DEAR READERS: On July 23. the following item apRoute Three.
Benton
to
and
God
know
Club
"to
is
Homemakers
Coldwater
peared in my column:
Missions Banquet with Bro. which
will meet with Mrs. Vada Smith J.W. Lester as speaker will be experience freedom as whole
SPEAKER
PADUCAH
DEAR ABBY: It seems I have a problem. 1
Jesus Christ;
at 12:30 p.m.
of Murray State
Price
Bill
Dr.
held at First Baptist Church at persons through
I
for
the
last
year
and
married
am 47 years old,
a creative, supUniversity was the speaker at
six p.m. Make reservations by to develop
second time and my wife is expecting soon.• Since
portive, fellowship; and to
Circle I of First United Tuesday morning.
the meeting of the Paducah .
have
ever
I
child
and
fathered
first
the
is
this
expand concepts of mission
Methodist Church Women will
Branch of the Association for
probably my last, I want turn to have a special
through participation in the
meet with Mrs. Robert Weston
Childhood Education held at
it
KNOW
a
I
will
please_
be
name. (No argument,
The WFC's (Wives and global ministries of the churat two p.m.
Cooper School on Tuesday s
1
boy.
at
will
meet
of
Fiancees Cadets)
ch."
evening, September 11.
to
like
-Huffman,"
would
I
so
is
surname
My
Dr. Fisher closed his talk by
Calloway County Association eight pm, at the home of Mrs.
name our son "Manhuff." My wife's maiden name
for Retarded Children will meet Palmer A. Peterson, honorary saying "you are the integral
Wolfe, therefore I want his middle name to be
is
part of the church. Every
at the Mental Health Center at president
"Wolfgang," his full name being, -'Manhuff Wolfhas
church
the
persons
that
interested
pin.
All
concern
7:30
gang Huffman." ails nickname would of course
Thursday, September 29
should be your concern. The
are invited.
be,
"Manny."1
Senior Citizens will have a United Methodist Women are
My wife objects strenuously She says it will
at
noon
vital
12
at
a
be
to
luncheon
you
First
want
of
potluck
I
Group
great.
Dorothy
be a burden to the boy and people will make fun
goes
that
part of every activity
Baptist Church Women will the Ellis Center.
of him.
on in this church. I want you to
meet at the home of Mrs. Hugh
What do you think, Abby? If you feel the boy
By
leadership and build a fire
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Oakley at ten a.m.
Barbara Jewell
will be handicapped by such a name, please let me
the
at
meet
the rest of us!"
Beta Sigma Phi will
know, as I have his best interests at heart.
IS WRITTEN
MUCH
Mrs. Otis Erwin, president,
Murray Assembly No. 19 Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
JACK IOF ALL TRADES]
ROSES
ABOUT
a
with
meeting
Girls
the
for
the
opened
Rainbow
of
Order
more about
read
probably
You
Since
think.
of
I
mind
what
Women
Never
the
at
JACK:
DEAR
Baptist Young
prayer and presided
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
the rose than any other flower.
your wife objects strenuously, forget the "Manhuff
First Baptist Church will meet business meeting. Reports were
seven p.m.
Why, do you ask? There is a good
Wolfgang." and name him -Jack Jr." ft. S. if
with Mrs. Carolyn Curry at 7:30 given by Mrs. Carl Harrison
rose continues to be
reason—the
problem.]
no
have
you'll
Byers,
he's a "she,"
The Christian Women's o.m. They will provide tran- and Mrs. Cortez
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Stephen Pugh
the most popular of all flowerst:
Fellowship of First Christian iportation for senior citizens treasurers.
For an interesting follow-up, please reat'ail! "Tbis
The person that has no °thef
Church will meet at the church iach Tuesday and Thursday
It was announced that Lillian
Miss Linda Susan Stubblefield wedding ceremony took place at flower around his house will have
received this delightful letter
I
morning,
and
LaFollette
library at one p.m.
Graves, Irma
mornings.
became the bride of Mark the educational building of the at least one rose bush. The
Ruby Harrell will show slides
DEAR ABBY: The dilemma of •'Manhuff Wolfgang"
Stephen Pugh on August 18 at New Providence Church of husband more than likely wil1.
The Music Department of the
• has been solved. We are pleased to announce that our baby
Home Department of Murray and tell of their trip to the Holy
three o'clock in the afternoon at Christ.
order roses when he rernembersl,
Murray Woman's Club will Woman's Club will have a Land at the next general
arrived, three weeks early. After I was assured that both
Serving at the reception were his wife an their anniversary or
the New Providence Church of
have a "Zodiac Zalad Zupper" business meeting at two p.m. meeting of the WMW at 7:30
mother and baby would be all right, I realized that nothing
Angela
Mrs.
Mrs. Linda Wilson,
Christ.
some other special occasion—
at the club house at 6:30 p.m. followed by a tea for all senior p.m. on October 2 with the
else mattered—including the fact that it was a GIRL!
The bride is the daughter of Hart, Mrs. Sue Dale, and Mrs. simply because the rose is
giving
a
four-pound,
Circle
with
MofHays
Mattie Bell
We have decided to name our beautiful,
with Mesdames Charles
citizens at 2:30 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Stub- Joy Brisendine. They were symbolic of love.
fett, Roger Fteichmuth, Keith Social Security official from the devotion and Ruth Wilson
red-haired daughter "Heather Ann Huffman."
blefield of Hazel and the presented with daisy corsages.
Really beautiful roses are
JACK [OF ALL TRADES]
Hays, William Porter, Donald Paducah as speaker. Hostesses Circle to serve refreshments.
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. The cake was a three-tier white something that don't "just
will
committee
Dwight
Venon
The executive
Story, Donald Brock,
will be Mesdames
Collie Stubblefield of Hazel and cake with blue and green happen." Growers have worked
Shown, and John Paulk as Crisp, Nix Crawford, Alfred meet at ten a.m. the same day
DEAR ABBY: We just received a beautifully engraved
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford Mc- flowers.
extremely hard for hundreds of
Taylor, O.C. Wells, and Ray at the home of Mrs. Ann Fisher.
hostesses.
wedding invitation which included in engraving, mind
Clure of Murray.
a week's years to perfect the rose. They
for
left
couple
The
with
regisclosed
was
was
bride
The meeting
Buckingham.
you the name of the store where the
The groom is the son of Mr. honeymoon in St. Louis and are have done their job well.
prayer by Rev. Mickey CarMurray TOPS Club will mst
tered.
and Mrs. Robert S. Pugh of now residing at White Street in
Now would be the time to send
penter. A coffee was served in
at Health Center at maven p.m.
Don't you think the establishment that engraved it is
Newport News, Va.
Friday, September 21
where the your wife a dozen long-stemmed
Tenn.,
Henderson,
the
advised
having
preceding
not
for
hall
hride
social
the
the
just as much at fault as
At the center of the altar was groom will continue his studies roses—not because it is an9
Blood River Associational
Senior Citizens will meet at
her that this is in the worst possible taste?
leadership meeting.
a large basket of white summer at Freed-Hardeman College. special occasion, but just to show
a
have
will
WMU
FLABBERGASTED
Ellis Center at ten a.m. with
flowers with matching smaller
conference at the First
your lasting love. Our flowers are
table games at one p.m. and training
Out-of-town guests at the
ten
at
baskets at each side with two
Murray,
engraver. He may
Differ
the
Church,
blame
Don't
Baptist
FLABBER:
DEAR
Can
Ovens
selected for their color
carefully
County
program at Calloway
wedding were Mrs. Evon Hart,
spiral candelabras.
8.111.
have advised the bride against it and she may have insistand beauty. We will be happy to
Mrs.
On Self-Cleaning
and
Public Library at two p.m.
Mr.
Nashville,
of
The bride's father officiated
ed on it anyway. Engravers can oni) make suggestions. in
of supply all your flower needs
When considering a new
at the ceremony. The music was Vernon Butler and Teddy
tea exceptional, the engraver
very
[Milk
field
the
analysis
Mrs
and
Mr.
STONE GUESTS
Ala.;
Florence,
Wednesday, September 19
range, you need to know the
Harding
of
the
a recording
We now have...
will defer to the wiabla or the customer.
of Taylor,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stone, Sha- difference between self Senior Citizens will meet at
College A Capella chorus Charles McClure
Handcrafted Candles by
contintious
their
as
d
had
n
and
a
have
Vicky,
Wa
Circle,
V.M
cleaning
1:30
Grapee,
at
Center
Douglass
featuring "I Love You Truly," Mich.;
JAYE DEE, uniquely
CONFIDENTIAL.19 ••TOUCJIY SITUATION IN CONBrownsville,
guests, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene cleaning ovens. In the for"At Dawning," "0 Promise Caron Howell of
displayed. THE POPPY
is,
child
friend's
a
reduc
where
is
sure
not
are
soil
you
If
:
oven
-PIECTICUT"
the
mer,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Danny
Hannah Circle of First United Stone of Jackson, Miss., Mr.
Years,"
the
"Through
Me,"
is the only
sepaSHOPPE
a
or
g
during
-embarrassin
ash
be
might
light
the
question
a
bat suspect that
Methodist Church Women will and Mrs. Paul Jenkins of St. to high-heat cycle.
Goest," Lamb of Memphis; Jeff McVey
Thou
"Whither
representative in Murray
rate
ASK!
'T
parent—DON
the
to
palatal
Albert
Mrs.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
meet with Mrs. James Stahler Louis, Mo.,
"Because," "Faithful and of Sardis Tenn.; Mr.
The remaining ash can be
for these beautiful candles.
Brad and
Lee Stone and daughter, Nancy, removed with a damp cloth.
at 7:30 p.m.
True," and "The Lord Bless Edward Bondurant,
We have everything from
and Mrs. Cora liteConatha, all In continuous cleaning, the
Randall of Birmingham and
You and Keep You."
the sophisticated candle to
Club
Country
reMr.
Oaks
and
gradually
of
Term.,
Greenfield,
Women
of Kingsport,
oven soil is
Marsha Bellew of
Bride's Dress
the children's candle.
will have their ladies day and Mrs. Bill Collins of Troy, duced to a presentably clean
Tenn.
marriage
in
given
The
bride,
treatresercondition on specially
luncheon at noon with
Mich.
by her brother, Terry StubDinner
ed surfaces during normal
vations to be made by Tuesday
Drake
operaFrances
blefield, wore a Priscilla formal
roasting
or
baking
753Roberts
On August 17, the groom's
by calling Ada Sue
should
candlelight gown of English net parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
tions. Any spillovers
Baked foods do not con2259 or Mary Thomason 753-9045
over peau de soie appliqued Pugh were hosts for a rehearsal
be wiped away.
, SEPTEMBER IS,On
12th at Poplar St.
TUESDAY
FOR
like
to
caries
dental
tribute
or MOIL
with pearled alencon lace and dinner at the Colonial House
753-61111
simple sugars since their
Some confusion Indicated styled with a dutchess neckline
A little crumbled Blue cheese
gasbord„
Calm Cm* Ground United starch is converted to sugar
Look in the aection in which
on the molded bodice and
.the yolk
MalbodMt Church -Woman MU akillyIOU clgestive promos , may be added--b-comes and find during the early hours, but it
are your birthday
tapered sleeves. Scalloped lace
you
when
inat
up
to
your
have
slow
clears
WITHOUT
mixture
too
much
effect
—
Scott
Marvin
Mrs.
with
according
mast
what your outlook is,
in the mouth
tervention,so don't let it disturb bordered her skirt and chapel
preparing stuffed eggs.
to the stars.
sem p.m.
you. Evening favors romance, train and a lace and pearl cap
held her full length veil.
ARIES
socializing.
eriShe carried a bouquet of white
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 29)
CA_DT
SAGITTARIUS
roses, stephanotis, and baby's
An excellent time in which to (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )(le
01)
TC011:
establish the basis for a more
Influences somewhat adverse breath with white satin
all
Plan
life
of
settled way
toward financial matters. Don't streamers tied in love knots.
moves wisely and with future make unnecessary purchases
Matron of honor was Miss
Great little
security in mind.
and don't let your natural op- Joan Edmonson of Murray. She
).get-around
into wore a flowered floor length
TAURUS
you
lead
timism
,Apr. 21 to May 21)
speculative ventures.
gown of blue and lilac voile over
• You won't have to wait long to CAPRICORN
Ape k( crepe with a blue velvet ribbon
find out what associates think of (Dee. 22 to Jan. 20) v.) k‘rt
tied in back draping to the floor.
A
your plans. Opinions will be
Information needed to con- Her veil was shoulder length of
expressed without hesitation. summate a business deal now
blue English net with blue
" Listen — but without a chip on forthcoming. With the added
velvet ribbon. She carried a
your shoulder.
facts on hand, proceed as
camellia surrounded
single
GEMINI
originally planned.
with white rosebuds.
(May 72 to June 21)
New handstained
_AQUARIUS
Bridesmaids were Miss Carol
Planetary influences are (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
highlite finish
of Greenfield, Tenn.,
Maness
may
you
but
generous,
fairly
on luscious cain
Some difficulty in personal
run into some complex relationships indicated. Per- Miss Annette Pugh of Newport
(genuine áther
situations which will require sons close to you may be News, Va., Miss Cindy Steele of
throusAdut!)
exceedingly good judgment to unresponsive, even hostile Murray, and Mrs. Terry
makaithis softie
solve. Be alert!
an important
toward your plans. But hold Stubblefield of Birmingham,
'essential whatever
your temper lest small Ala. They wore gowns and
CANCER
escalate out of all carried corsages similar to the
your situation
arguments
(June 22 to July 23)
maid of honor.
Some harvests will be better proportion.
Best man for Mr. Pugh was
than others, and not all will POCES
Mar.
20)
to
20
Copeland of Newport
(Feb.
expect.
Roger
you
order
the
in
Come
Neither borrow nor lend now. News: Groomsmen were Mike
But realize the advantages you
Even small, -friendly" tran- Cravens of Georgetown,
DO have.
sactions are likely to cause Robert Pugh of Newport News,
%ED
July 24 to Aug. 23) aig some unpleasantness in the Mike Morrisor of Memphis and
Good solar influences. Stress future.
Gary Smith of Statesville, N.C.
optimism in all things. It will
Ushers were David Pugh of
a
are
TODAY
BORN
YOU
give a truer picture of assets
Newport News and Ronny
experson,
and an enthusiasm that tran- highly sensitive
of Hazel. They all
Stubblefield
slates fertile ideas into tremely sympathetic to your wore
of
boutonnieres
and unusually
fellowman
Progress.
versatile in your talents. You stephanotis.
VIRGO
Mrs. Ewing Stubblefield,
NPA could succeed brilliantly in the
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
theater, make an outstanding mother of the bride, wore a floor
bisolt- from Thni—rosid.
In the tight spots, patiently name for yourself in the writing length gown of blue crepe and
with-a bold bias wimiewparie
call
joins
fop
ribbed,
which
farces
things
those
-wait out
field or, if you should take up was presented with a white
for more thought and delaying the law, would
plaid. Buttoned pocket tabs. Travelwise polyester
almost camellia corsage. Mrs. Robert
'tactics. Avoid impulsiveness, at inevitably wind up in the world
double knit is inactive, washable/dryable. Win* or
Pugh, mother of the groom
all costs.
of statesmanship or diplomacy. Iii a long gown of pink and
purple 8.18. 78.8
In business, small onterprises was given a white gamellia
LIBRA
would bore you, but:',manager corsage.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
A day for playing the or director of a large corThe grandmothers, Mrs.
"waiting game." Be an at- poration, your gifts of leaderCollie Stubblefield and Mrs.
tentive listener and you'll gei ship could lead to notable
McClure were
Crawford
the information you need before success. Traits to curb:
presented with white gamellia
launching a project dear to your moodiness, fault-finding and
•
TiVA:601U113r:
undue iiispictitinew of others. -cSifAtiges.
heart.
1304 Chestnut
.
of.
Greta
Garbo.
Birthdate,.
SCORPIO
The reception following the
Swedish film star.
Oct 24 to Nov 7.2

The child's not a boy;
the problem's solved

•
•
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Nearly 12,000 Fans Turn Out For Stadium Debut

By MIKE BRA
Ledger & Times Spo
Everybody
kne
Saturday, September
was supposed to begin
in Murray State foot
What they didn't
that a young man
Pandolfi was going to
era of his.ovm.
Approximately 12,
sat in the spacious,
Stewart Stadium and
the junior quarterba
Spotswood, New Jet
his own show.
And when it wa
Pandolfi had led
State to a 27-25 w
Western Carotin
Associated Press'
ranked college divisi
in the United S
Pandolfi ran for t
downs, passed for
connected with tight
Farrell in the final pe
56 yard pass which
winning touchdown.
And who else but
could have scored
TD to bring the

EXTRA POINT A
does the bolding. W
period.

Murray State
soccer season Sat
rung at Huntsville,
tying the Uni
Alabama 4-4.
The hosts surpri
early in the game
only seven minutes
Mishalow scored a
Alabama a 1-0 lea
Murray tied the
minutes into the f.
right wing man
scored.

Tribute to Kentucky Universities
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Racers Op
Tom Pandolfi Has Brilliant
Game With 220 'tads In Air,
Don Clayton Gains 111 Yards
That was as close as the
"We started the game with a
on
plan of running and throwing,". Racers got to the endzone
that series as a 15 yard penalty
Pandolfi said.
that
knew
a possible touchdown.
Everybody
"We knew that Western cost
But Wright came back in to
Saturday, September 15, 1973,
a had a 5-2 defense and a
Carolin
was supposed to begin a new era
redeem himself for the first
four man split.
in Murray State football.
missed PAT as he hit on a 31
"So the plan was to run
yard field goal attempt to
What they didn't know was
one and throw against
against
the Racers a 94 adgive
that a young man named Tom
the other," Pandolfi added.
vantage with 7:05 remaining
Pandolfi was going to begin an
Pandolfi got his chance in the
In the first period.
era of his.own.
first minute of the game to take
Approximately 12,000 people
later,
minutes
Two
charge on offense.
sat in the spacious, new Roy
sophomore quarterback Phil
Stewart Stadium and watched
A fumble recovery on the
Dietz found split end Jerry
the junior quarterback from
Carolina one yard line by
Gaines for a 44 yard scoring
Spotswood, New Jersey, call
right tackle Dan Helfrich set
pass and the extra point left
his own show.
up the first touchdown in
Murray holding only a 9-7 lead.
And when it was over,
Stewart Stadium.
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and
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and
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Western Carolina, the
Murray had a 6-0 lead after just followed by a 20 yard gain by
Associated Press' ninth48 seconds had passed in the tailback Don Clayton and then a
ranked college division team
14 yard penalty on the
game.
in the United States_ _...
unts left Murray on the
Pandolfi ran for two touchDon Wright, a freshman from Catamo
a 13.
Carolin
and
one
of
for
first
his
downs, passed
Canada, missed
The second big break of the
connected with tight end Bill
three PAT attempts.
game came four plays later for
Farrell in the final period for a
Midway through the first Murray when on a fourth and
56 yard pass which set up the
period, Pandolfi hit Farrell with four from the seven, pass inwinning touchdown.
a 22 yard pass which carried the terference was called on
he tries leaping os er
And who else but Pandolfi
(211 picks up some tough yardage on this play as
to the Catamounts' 14 Western Carolina.
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line.
yard
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two
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TD to bring the evening
Two plays later, Clayton
(Staff Photo by David Hill)
stadium, 27-25 over the Catamounts.
went over from the one to
reports on the conference, they
give the Racers a 15-7 lead,
had 231 in the air They did just a hell of a job,"
Joyce hit Sammy Green with a 360 total yards,
were talking about our team
with still over two minutes
i
added.
Pandolf
.
pass but Green was stopped at and 129 rushing
and our three quarterbacks,
left in the opening quarter.
Bill
coach
State
Murray
For
In pass receptions, Scotty
.
Murray 30 as the time ran
Furgerson, the game marked none of which were winners
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riackett carried 26 times for
nation of- year's league champions,
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"It
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said.
Pandolf
,"
Western Caiolina and amassed Farrell
work to get Tennessee Tech.
"As for myself, I'd have to seven years of hard
The drive was capped three 121 yards7
Tennessee Tech tied Western
to
this
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my best game and I
plays later when Hackett drove
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ance of Carolina 10-10 in the season
perform
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there
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hope
for
over
the ground and 220 in the air just
Pandolfi, Furgerson was not opener for both teams. SaturDietz was stopped short on
from Pandolfi for 360 total come.
day, Tech fell to nationallyd.
surprise
"I have to give a lot of credit
the two point conversion and
yards.
ranked South Dakota, 30-0.
pre-season
the
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"In all
to the offensive line.
the halftime score of 15-13
'Western Carolina, also with though
ard.
was on the scorebo
The halftime show, which
featured music and fireworks,
served as a prelude to the
second half which featured the
music of the cheers of the fans
and the fireworks of an exciting
football game.
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first scoring drive of the second
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broke loose for a 20 yard gain
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EVANSVILLE, Ind. ( AP ) Faced with a third and 10
Carry-Out call ... 753-4419
'
The Detroit Tigers now are from the Carolina 40 with only
keeping a close watch on 12seconds left, Dietz connected"
"Neat
'
Evansville's American Associ- "a Zi yard pass to split end
Story Ave.
itWi baseball Club.
Math
Don Plyler who was stopped on
a
signed
The Triplets have
the Racers' 40.
ear working agreement
With one second left in the
Murray, Ky. three-y
with the Tigers, switching from game, the Catamounts faked a
the Milwaukee Brewers.
field goal attempt and Jimmy
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger& Times Sportswriter

festivities to a storybook ending?
On a third and 12 play from
the Western Carolina 40 yard
Pandolfi faded back and
hit Farrell with the aerial
bomb.
Farrell then showed the
why
crowd
partisan
professional scouts are seeking
his talents.
The 6-4 Farrell streaked
downfield after making the
catch and fell only four yards
short of his goal, a touchdown.
Two plays later, Pandolfi
sneaked through the Western
Carolina line and Murray
had a 27-25 lead with 7:49
remaining in the game.
The pass for the two point
conversion fell short, one of the
few times all evening that
Pandolfi failed.
As a sophomore last season,
Pandolfi threw for 342 yards.
Saturday night, Pandolfi,
In one game, reached more
than half of last seaason's
total.
Pandolfi hit 16 of 28 pa_sses for
220 yards.

Soccer Team Opens At
Alabama With 4-4 Tie
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Pairings Given
For Ladies Day
At Murray Club
Ladies day golf will be held at
the Murray Country Club on
Wednesday,September 19, with
tee off time at nine a.m.
Betty Stewart, golf hostess,
said persons should call
someone in their foursome if
they are unable to play. She also
said if a person is not -listed in
the lineup to come on out and be
paired at the tee,
Parings are as follows:
- Eleanor Diuguid, Peggy
Billington, Charlene Doss, and
Juliet Wallis.
Carol Hibbard, Anna Mary
Adams, Frances Miller, and
Rebecca Irvan.
Jerlene Sullivan, Irene
Chitwood, Nancy Fandrich, and
Jennie Hutsort.
Phyllis Kain, Lou Doran.
'Sadie West. and Jean Wilson
Betty Jo Purdom. Rainey
Apperson. Betty Hunter, and
Patsy Miller.
Frances Hulse. Elizabeth
::Sluszneyer. Ruth Wilson, and
:Judy Muehleman. Veneta
;Sexton,Toopie Thomas, Urbena
loKoenen, and Nancy Hutson,
Anus Orr, Euldene Robinson,
:Rowena Cullom, and Nell
Roach.
Margaret Shuffett, Alice
Purdom, Beverly Spann. and
Frances Parker..
Sue Morris, Cattiryn Garrott,
Reba Overby, and Emma Sue
Hutson.
Marilyn Paulk, Mary Contri,
Chris Graham. and Eddie
Outland.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS rolled up 123 yards in 28 carries
Tailback Alfred Thompson, as Eastern posted a 26-13 deciwho set a school single-game sion over Indiana (Pa.; State at
place with a 20:27, Dennis
Rod Harvey, one of the top rushing record in Eastern Ken- Pennsylvania Saturday.
Mabbitt ninth with a 20:42 and runners on the
squad, had to tucky's opener against ChatIn other action involving KenStan Thompson 10th with a return home becuse of
the death tanooga, came up with 123 tucky teams, Kentucky held on
20:52.
of his father.
yards over the weekend to to defeat Virginia Tech 31-26,
Other Racer runners were
This Saturday will find boost Eastern to its second vic- while the University of Louis("lint Strohmeier, 12th, 21:01; Murray State
participating in tory in as many outings.
ville's ledger sagged to 0-2 with
John Balbach, 13th, 21:21 and the Owensboro
Invitational.
The senior from Owensboro a 10-3 loss to Kent State. OberDennis Sturt, 14th, 21:31.
Only 235 seperated Torres
and Sturt, the first man and the
last man for Murray.
This serves as an indication
as to how much depth the squad
has.
One member of the team did
not make the trip.

Ladies Day Golf
Planned At Oaks

Roy Cothran Wins The
Inter-City Tournament

Roy Cothran claimed the
championship flight this

The women of the Oaks
Country Club will have their
regular ladies day golf on
Wednesday, September 19, with
tee off time at nine a.m.
Kathryn
Outland, golf
hostess, said pairings will be
made at the tee.
A luncheon will be served at
noon with Ada Sue Roberts and
Mary Thomason as chairman
of the hostesses
GOLF
KANSAS CITY — Kathy
Whitworth shot a two-under-par
70 to emerge the winner by one
stroke over Gerda Boykin when
rain made the course unplayable and the $25,000 tournament was declared a 36-hole
event.
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t,.1f game of the front-running
Pittsburgh Pirates in the tight
NL East where winning is everything because everyone else
seems to be losing.
ji In the other NL games, New
ork nipped Chicago 4-3; St.
Lotiis defeated Pittsburgh 7-3;
Qncinnati squeezed by Atlanta
4-3 in 12 innings; Houston beat
Los Angeles 6-2, and San Francisco dubbed San Diego 9-4.
Mets 4, Cubs 3
Tug McGraw, the Mets' age
reliever who has been erratic
this season, continued his lastseason comeback, helping New
York get back in the thick of
the divisional chase, with a 4-3
victory over the Cubs.
"I've been throwing the ball
good for five or six weeks
now," said the Mets bullpen
ace who has eight saves and
three victories in his last 11

THIS IS ME PLACE TOBE

weekend in the Inter-City
Tournament held at the Murray
and Oaks Country Clubs.
Cothran, a member of the
Oaks Country Club, fired an
opening round 72 and held a
three stroke lead over Murray
State golf coach Buddy Hewitt.
But in the final round Sunday
at the -Oaks Club, Cothran
trailed by two strokes going into
the final hole.
Hewitt three-putted the green
for a bogey while Cothran. had
an opportunity to win it all with
an eight foot putt for an eagle.

On the second hole, Hewitt's
pitch shot rolled four feet
beyond the hole.

Lum's double produced the tie.
Astros 8, Dodgers 2
Cards 7, Pirates 3
The Astros scored all six runs
Tommy Agee, traded by the
in a 8-2 victory over the DodgMets to Houston, and now with
the Cardinals, smashed his 10th ers in the first two innings. Cehomer of the season, a 440-foot sar Cedeno, Bob Watson and
wallop, that snapped a 3-3 tie Skip Jutze each contributed
and spurred the Cards to a 7-3 RBI singles in the first.
Don Wilson went the disvictory over the Pirates.
tance, striking out seven.
The Cardinals scored three
Giants 9, Padres 4
insurance rims in the eighth on
Dave Kingman hit a pair of
a two-run single by Tim Iwo-run
homers, helping Ron
McCarver and an RBI double Bryant
post his 22nd victory of
by Lou Brock.
the season in the Giants' 9-4
Reds 4, Reds 3
victory over San Diego.
Pinch hitter Larry Stahl
grounded a two-out single that
scored Denis Menke with the
winning run in the Reds' 4-3
triumph over the Braves for
Cincinnati's seventh straight
victory.
Specie s
The Braves had tied the
game with two-out in the ninth
when pinch hitter Hank Aaron
doubled, narrowly missing ca-_,
reer homer No. 711. Mike

Cothran was left only three
feet from the hole after his pitch
shoot.
Hewitt missed his shot for the
par and Cothran sunk his birdie
putt to claim the title.
Norman Hood of the Murray
Country Club, fired rounds of
77-74 to take third place in the
championship flight with a 151.
Tom Muehleman claimed
fourth place with 8.154 while Bill
Emener took fifth place with a
156 two-day total.
In [lie first flight, Jiggs
Lassiter of the Murray Coluttry
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American League .
East
W L. Pd, Gil.
Baltimore
$7 61 .588 —

Boston
Detroit
New YOrk
Milwaukee
Cleveland

81
79
75
71
66

West
Oakland
Kansas City
Chicago
Minnesota
California
Texas

At Kent, Ohio, U of I. was
held to one field goal against
the team that took a 34-0 drubbing at Louisville last season.
"They- played its 'Well," said
U of L Coach T. W. Alley.
"They controlled the line of
scrimmage pretty good. And
we allowed them to control critical situations, like third and
two."
At Huntington, W. Va., sophomore tailback John Lockett
scored two touchdowns for
Marshall to lead his squad to
the last-minute victory over
Morehead. Lockett broke a 1717 tie with a seven-yard scoring
blast up the center with just
2:31 showing on the clock.
Centre's opener was spoiled
by an Oberlin air attack which
moved the ball 307 yards for
six touchdowns. The Oberlin effort was led by quarterback
Willie Martinez who teamed
with wide receiver Jay Greeley. The two freshmen were
high school teammates. Martinez, who completed 11 of 19
passes for 205 yards, connected
with Greeley for three touchdowns.
Centre came back in the second half behind the running of
Clyde Poignard to go ahead
briefly at 21-20, but Oberlin
scored the next four touchdowns to put the game out of
reach.

We've all been hit in the pocketbook by increased living
costs. Like other goods and services, health care costs have
risen too. And, if we are to continue to improve our medical
services and facilities, additional increaseamilLOcour.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky, we're doing
everything we can to help hold down health care costs whi
helping to maintain quality health care. We keep a close
watch 4)9 our own operating expenses to keep them amo g_. _
the lowest of prepaid health cjre organizations in the n$jon.
And, we work closely with providers of health care services
to help hold down expenses and claims administrati tl' cost.
You can helittoo. Don't ask your doctor to put y in the
hospital unless it's really necessary. Don't stay loner
than you must. Every day someone spends in a hospital
unnecessarily, raises the cost of health care for everyone.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield programs are a<failable for
college students, growing families (Includee maternity
/
benefits), individuals, even a
plan for those over 65 that
supplements but does not
duplicate Medicare.
,Send today for details of the
plan that fits your needs. And
to find out more about what we
at Blue Cross and Blue/Shield
oficelitUdig are doing-to-help
hold down health care costs,
write for our free booklet
"The Cost of Health Care...
What's Being Done."

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
of Kentucky

69 .540 7
70 .530 8/
1
2
75 .500 13
79 .473 17
85 .437 n/
1
2

Helping you get good
health care you can afford.

588
544 6/
1
2
490 14/
1
2
.490 14/
1
2
.473 17
.347 .35/
1
2
Sunday's Games
Milwaukee 5, Detroit 3
87 61
68
73 76
72 7S
69 77
51 96

81

Cleveland 5, Boston
Minnesota 6, Chicago 1
Baltimore 3.5. New York 0 7
Oakland 9, Texas 4
Kansas City 4, California 0
Monday's Games
New York (McDaniel 124) at
Baltimore (Cuellar 15-13), N.
Minnesota (Corbin 5 5) at
Kansas City (Busby 14.14), N
Chicago
(Kaat
14.12) at
Texas (Siebert 6 12), N
-- California (May 7.14) at Oak
land (Holtzman 20 121, N
Only games scheduled
National League
East
W. L. Pct. G.8.
Pittsburgh
74 72 .507 -Montreal
74 73 503 '1
St Louis
73 75 .493 2
New York
73 /6 .490 21/e
Chicago'
70 78 ..473 5
Philadelphia
65 54 436 10/
1
2
West
Cincinnati
92 57 .617 —
Los Angeles
96 64 .573 6/
1
2
San
Francisco 83 63 .561 8/
1
2
Houston
76 75 .503 17
Atlanta
72 79 .477 21
San Diego
54 94 .365 371 2

Sunday's Games
New York 4, Chicago 3
Cincinnati 4, Atlanta 3, 12 in
nings
Montreal, 4, Philadelphia 2
St Lou*, Pittsburgh 3
Houston 6, Los Angeles 2
San Francisco 9, San Diego 4

Monday's Games
Philadelphia (Twitchell 139)
at Chicago (Pappas 7 12/
Louis (Wise 13 12 and
St
Folkers 4 4) at Montreal (ito
oers 9.3 antt-Stsxleman 47), 7

TONIGHT ON

tin downed Centre 52-28; Murray edged Western Carolina 2725; Albany (Ga.) State mauled
Kentucky State 25-0, and Marshall defeated Morehead State
24-17.
Meanwhile, Kentucky hosts
Alabama in its second outing
next Saturday, while Murray
takes a 1-0 record into its first
Ohio Valley Conference meeting with Tennessee Tech.
In other OVC action next Saturday, Morehead seeks its first
victory against two losses when
it hosts Middle Tennessee;
Eastern travels to East Tennessee, and Western Kentucky,
idle Saturday, will travel to
Austin Peay.
Louisville travels to Drake
for its first Missouri Valley
Conference game; Georgetown
hosts Northwood of Michigan;
Kentucky State takes a 1-1
record to its meeting with the
University of Maryland at
Eastern Shore and Centre travels to Maryville (Tenn.).
At Indiana, Pa., the Pennsylvania team tied the game at 1313 early in the second half before Thompson charged 31
yards for the Eastern Kentucky
squad as Eastern marched 64
yards in eight plays to go
ahead on a plunge by fullback
Marshall Bush. Eastern's final
TD was set up by an interception by Jay Graham.

Ove

A heart
to heart talk about
health care costs

ROY COTHRAN
Tournament Winner

outin

Club came from four strokes
back to win the title over Tim
Miller.
Lassiter shot rounds of 78-77
while Miller fired rounds of 7482 for a 156,one behind Lassiter.
Mitchell Story of the Oaks
Country Club took the championship in the second flight
with a two day total of 155. In
second place was Lawrence
Philpot who carded a 158.
Darold Keller won a playoff to
take the title in the third flight
over Jerry Hopkins. Both
golfers had ill's alter X holes

Bobby Fain claimed the title
Cothran's putt just missed the in the fourth flight with a 177.
cup and the two were left in a
tie.
On the first playoff hole,
Hewitt missed a six foot putt for
a par but Cothran missed a
three foot putt and both of the
leaders had to settle for bogeys.

Expos Now Within One-Half Game Of Bucs,
Cardinals Manage To gSalvage One Game
By FRED RO•THENBERG
Associated Press Sports Writer
Baseball may be the American national pastime, but the
-,boys from Montreal certainly
have caught on.
•' The idea is to score more
tuns than the team in the other
'uniform, and that's what the
Expos have been doing.
Sunday, they were no-hit for
five innings, outhit for nine 5-3
out-errored 4-3.
But they weren't outscored.
. The Expos beat Philadelphia
.4-2 and moved to within one-

Houston (Roberts 11.10) at
c. tartan (Iiillingham. 18 8), N
ete
1797 'at
tsburgLIK4gil 1 0), N
San Diego TroneS S 4r19"At 'ante (Morton 12 10), N S7111 Francisco (Barr 11 14) at
Los Angeles Outten 1611/ N
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Alfred Thompson Boosts Eastern To ifscr*
Second Win, 'Cats Hold On To Triumph

Torres Smashes Mark
In Cross Country Win
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sportswriter
Sam Torres doesn't like to
waste time. Especially when he
is running in a cross country
race.
Torres started his season and
the Murray State season successfully yesterday at Lincoln
University as the Racers took
two wins in a double dual meet.
Murray State defeated the
host school 18-45 while the
Racers won over Southern
Illinois
University
Edwardsville) 22-36.
For Torres, a native of Flint,
Michigan, his first effort of the
season proved to be another
record.
The senior standout covered
the four mile road race in 1856,
slicing 14 seconds from the
previous course record.
In second place in the race
was Murray's Gordie Benfield.
a junior college recruit from
Minnesota.
Benfield, who like Torres was
once the runnerup in the
National Junior College Cross
Country- Championships. turned
in an outstanding 1916.
Benfield should grow even
stronger when he becomes
more accustomed to the
weather.
Lincoln and SIU each sent in a
man before Don Wilcox came
in to claim fifth place in an
excellant clocking of 19:47.
Brad Finseth claimed eighth
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0. J. Simpson Runs For 250 Yards In Buffalo Win
Over New England, Cardinals Win Behind Jim Hart
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(Roger Moret Finally
A Baseball Game

By HAL BOCK . .
the final period.
Associated Press Sports Writer
Washington's fired-up defense -Our defense overcame every nati. Little gained 82 yards past
..oses
NeownnY
io
frk
aur in
tun
ter
escempted
the fDanirst 1
How's that for openers?
shut out San Diego and contrib- adversity against a great Raid- rushing and 50 more on four
\s.
Not bad for O.J. Simpson, the
passes from Charlie Johnson
uted a pair of touchdowns on er offense."
half, rushing to a 27-0 lead
Washington Redskins and
more Orioles in the American
A's I, Rutgers 4
Cleveland quarterback Mike against Houston.
recovered fumbles by Brig
St. Louis struck for three
Associated Pi.ess Sports Writer League East race.
Miami Dolphins who staged
Joe Rudi drove in six runs
Phipps
I'Ds
and
passed
two
for
Owens and Verlon Biggs, de- touchdowns in the first seven
their own versions of instant
"I walked the first hitter and
"We got out of the game plan
The Orioles reduced their with a grand slam homer and
stroying quarterback Johnny minutes and then hung on to was the game's leading rusher
replay as the National Football
too soon, got away from our that's a bad way to start," said pennant-clinching "magic num- two-run double, leading OakClevewith
55
gained
as
yards
Unitas and the Chargers.
defeat Philadelphia. The
League season got underway
running game and had to put Roger Morel.
ber" to seven when they split a land past Texas 9-4. The deNobody could downgrade At- !Ogles, rallying with Roman land defeated Baltimore.
The next hitter blasted a doubleheader with the New fending world champions had
Sunday.
the
ball
in
air
the
much"
too
"Only two of my runs were
lanta after an awesome scoring Gabriel at quarterback, cut the
home run—and that was worse. York Yankees, The Orioles won Just one homer in their last 11
Buffalo's Simpson, the NFL's
said Pastorini.
show against New Orleans. Cards lead to 24-23 before St. planned," said Phipps, who
It virtually finished the Boston the first game 3-0 and lost the games before erupting for three
rushing champion with 1,251
seven
took
times,
was
"It
off
"We
were just in the right
Quarterback Dick Shiner threw Louis regained control.
Red Sol' "perfect" pitcher second 7-5.
yards in 1972's Year of the
Simday.
impromptu running," added place at the right time—just
three scoring passes and comSunday.
Floyd Little scored three Coach Nick Skorich. "He's a
Runner, got off to a galloping
In the other American °
Royale 4, Angels 0
about all day," said Carl "Spipleted 13 of 15 attempts for 227
Walt Williams' homer started League games, the Milwaukee
Denver touchdowns in the
start with a record 250 yards,
John Mayberry's run-scoring
great runner, but we didn't der" Lockhart, the Giants' deYards.
Meanwhile
,
Falcons'
the
the Cleveland Indians to a 5-1 Brewers beat the Detroit Tigers single capped a threerun
Broncos' victory over Cincin- want
leading the Bills to a 31-13
to win that way."
fensive captain.
secondary turned in six interdecision over Boston that not 5-3; the Minnesota Wins eighth inning that sparked Paul
romp over the New England
ceptions.
only spoiled Moret's undefeated trimmed the Chicago White Sox Splittorff and Kansas City over
Patriots.
Chicago worked a fake punt
record but also didn't do much 6-1; the Oakland A's drubbed California 4-0.
Miami and Washington, SuNational
for the Red Sox' pennant the Texas Rangers 9-4, and the League scores: New York 4,
per Bowl opponents last successfully in the first quarter
chances.
January, both stepped off but when the Bears tried anothKansas City Royals stopped the Chicago 3; Cincinnati 4, Atlanta
"I'm not too upset," said California Angels 4-0.
smartly with victories. Miami's er in the final minutes of the
3 in 12 innings; Montreal 4,
game,
Dallas was ready. The
Morel, who lost his first game
defending world champions
Orioles 3-5, Yankees 0-7
Philadelphia 2; St. Louis 7,
0( 1973 after 11 victories. "You
came from behind for a 21-13 Cowboys shortcircuited the play
Jim Palmer pitched a two- Pittsburgh 3; Houston 6, Los
and
it
helped
set
up
Toni
have to lose sometime. You're hitter for his 21st victory and Angeles 2, and San Francisco 9,
decision over San Francisco
not going to win all the time." Mery Rettenmund cracked a San Diego 4.
while elderly Washington look- Fritsch's 11-yard field goal that
beat the Bears.
Moret's first loss of the sea- two-run single in Baltimore's
ed young, ripping
Diego 38The score was 17-17 and Chison
came at an untimely mo- first-game 3-0 success over
0.
By
TOM
SALADINO
stopped Mississippi 17-0, Ken- prised Florida State
cago had a fourth down, one
Elsewhere, it
e-7, East ment, though. It plunged run- New York. Palmer, who has
Atlanta 62,
Associated Press Sports Writer tucky
beat Virginia Tech 31-26 Carolina blanked Southern
New Orleans 7; the New York yard short of a first down with
Mis- ner-up Boston seven games be- lost eight games, permitted
"New Faces" is the title of
Giants 34, Houston 14; Dallas four minutes left to play when Louisiana State Coach Charlie and Vanderbilt edged Chat- si&sippi 13-0 and Memphis State hind the front-running Haiti- only singles by Ron Blomberg
tanooga. 14-12.
outclassed North Texas State
in the second inning and Thur20, Chicago 17; Minnesota 24, the punting team trotted on the McClendon's 1973 Tigers.
South Carolina upended Geor- 24-3 in major
field.
But
Billy
Joe
Dupree
anman Munson in the fourth.
independent acOakland 161 Cleveland 24, BaltiThe 15th rated Southeastern gia Tech
41-2E, Tampa defeated tion. Miami and Tulane did
In the second game, Jim Ray
more 14; St. Louis 34, Phila- ticipated the fake and dumped Conference darkhorses got the
not
Toledo 35-25, Wake Forest surBob Parsons, turning the ball
Hart drilled a three-run pinch
Play.
You cas intwavs both production
delphia 23; Pittsburgh 24, Deinitial show off to 8 successful
over to Dallas on downs.
and type in your herd by using
troit /0; Denver 28, Cincinnati
start, upsetting 10th-ranked ColBy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS double that capped a five-run
Seed ens' proven bulls. Call
Chicago's fake punt failed but
NATIONAL - LEAGUE
fifth inning, giving the Yankees
10; and Los Angeles 23, Kansas
orado 17-6 in their opener Satyeat local KAM technician tor
BATTING (375 at bats).a broken field goal play by Los
their
7-5
victory
Cly13.
in
tree bull boos:
the
second
urday night before a record TiRose, Cin, .349; Cecleno, Mtn.
Angeles
turned
into
a
touchgame.
.318; Watson, Htn, .315.
Almost 50,000 fans across the
ger Stadium crowd of 71,239.
down for the Rams en route to
R U N 5—Bonds,
SF,
172.
Brewers 5, Tigers 3
cotuitry stayed home to take
And McClendon, after handEvans, Atl, 1011; ROse, cin, ios.
their
victory
over Kansas City.
Charlie Moore drilled three
advantage of the CongressionMorgan, cin, 106.
ing the Buffaloes their first
Holder Steve Preece ran 11
RUNS BATTED IN—Stargell, hits—his first in the major -4ally ordered blackout ban that
opening game loss in 17 years,
RABA Technician
Pgh, 10S; Bench, Cin, 103.
leagues—helping
made sold out games available yards for the score in the final credited three freshmen with
Milwaukee_
L.May, Htn, 100
moments
of
the
first half.
Pl1011e Murray 753-2984
on local television. That figure
HITS—Rose. Con, 218, Garr, beat Detroit 5-3.
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, it in almost ridiculously-easy
giving hit Tigers "enough zip."
Detroit also had a fake punt
Att, 193; Brace, SIt, 114.
Twins 6, White Sox 1
will probably swell tonight in
"It's just amazing that we S.C. (AP1' — Hale .Irwin, a fashion.
DOUBLES—StargeP Pun, 40,
backfire and Pittsburgh concomplete
Larry Hisle capped a threeMilwaukee where the Green
played with 17 new faces—only thoughtful, articulate youngster
He had held a seven-stroke Staub, NY, 35; Cardenal, Chi,
verted it into a wrapup TD in
A.Oliver,
32.
44
*
run
.i
1
Pgh,
0).
breeding
32;
fifth
inning
Morgan,
with
a
two-r
Bay Packers will meet the New
who
un
admits
three seniors on defense and
to a love affair lead, the biggest on the tour Cin, 32
the final minute of their game.
homer, lifting Minnesota over
York Jets in a nationally telewith the forbidding Harbour this season, through 54 holes on
servic
three on offense," he said.
e
TRIPLES—
Metzger,
Htn,
13;
Terry Bradshaw's 24-yard scorvised match that concludes the
One of the newcomers, junior Town Golf Links, achieved two rounds of 69, 66, 65, then Maddox, SF. 10, Matthews, SF, Chicago 6-1.
ing pitch to John McMakin had
10. Evans, All, 9. W Davis, LA
NFL's first weekend of action.
quarterback Mike Miley, who major goals Sunday.
breezed home with a one-over- 9
given the Steelers the lead earSimpson, however,showed up
He won a tournament and he par 72 in the final round.
HOME RUNS--DaJohnson,
backed up graduated Bert
ly in the period.
All, 41. Stargell, Pgh, 39;
at New England and did some
Jones a year ago, sparked the got past the 8100,000 mark in
Evans,
Atl, 39, Bonds, SF, 38.
The Lions missed several
never
He
was
challenged
.
job on the Patriots.
victory, passing for 140 yards season earnings.
STOLEN BASES—Brock, StL,
chances to score after invading
closest
The
anyone
came
was
Morgan.
63
1.4
in
s
Cin. 62. Cedeno,
"I think the $100,000 figure is
His 250 yards included touchincluding a 30-yard scoring
Pittsburgh territory. There
five strokes—the margin that
down sprints for 80 and 22
strike to Ben Jones—Bert's a realistic goal for a golfer,"
PITCHING
were two missed field goals
separated
him
from
Grier Stone, NY, 11 (74 Decisionsl—
yards and eclipsed the single
younger brother—while Rusty Irwin said after his easy, front3, 786, 2 79 Bor
and three interceptions.
Jones
Jerry
and
Heard
the bon. Cin, 10 4, 714, 2 17 Billing
at
game mark of 247 set by Willie
Jackson contributed a 25-yard running, five-stroke triumph in
ham, Cin, 188, 692, 2.1.
Oakland had the same probtournamen
end
the
of
t.
Ellison with Los Angeles in
field goal and linebacker Gary the Heritage Golf Classic.
STRIKEOU
r, NY,
lem with Minnesota. Leading
And his 12-under-par, 272 to- 237. Carlton,TS—Seave
Phi, 209: Sutton,
Off 732 Hwy. Ph. 436-5811
"It's like a .300 hitter or a 201971. O.J. credited the oftenmaChampagne scored on a 25-yard
13-10, the Raiders backed the
184
LA,
tal
course
wiped
the
out
record
game winner in baseball, or a
ligned Buffalo line for opening
interception.
Vikingkto their own three yard
of 279 Irwin set when he scored
huge holes for him.
But Miley credited ISLes de- 1,000-yard rusher in football.
WE ARE OPEN ONLY
AMERICAN LEAGUIR
line and had a first down. gut
BATTING (375 at bats)—
It's the goal, the thing you his only previous professional
Miami got four field goals by
fense with the upset win.
the Vikes stiffened and Oakland
victory,
this
tournamen
In
Carew, Min. .340. W.Horton,
in
t
strive
for," he said.
little Garo Yepremian and
"You've just got to give the
Del. 315. Murcer; NY. 306.
had to settle for a field goal.
"Last year I got half of it. I 1971 The $30,000 first prize
overtook San Francisco with a
credit to the defense because
RUNS R Jackson, Oak, 96;
Then Fran Tarkenton marched
pushed
earnings
his
5:00 A.M. TILL 5:00 P.M.
$102,226
to
North. Oak, 94; D.May, Mil. 92.
15-point fourth quarter. Yeprthey kept us in the ball game," won $100,000, but I didn't win a
RUNS BATTED
Minnesota
the
back to the win.
for
year,
marking
sechis
IN—
emian's kicks came from 53,
tournamen
t. That's the other
said Miley, an All-SEC baseball
prek. 112.
May•
-The big plays came on that
ond consecutive $100,000 season. R.Jackson. 91;
45, 31 and 22 yards with the 45berry, KC,
Scott, Mil, 94.
player. `lbey gave us the fum- half. Now, today. I got both of
goal-line stand," said TarkenI
H
S—Carew,
T
Min,
182;
them."
yarder snapping a 1343 tie in
Heard, with a 70, and Jones, 0 May,
bles and the interceptions."
--Mft; -trt—ibloPter, NY.
ton, who threw two TD passes.
The 28-year-old Irwin, a for- with 68, were tied for second at 175.
Tigers tenacious defenders
DOOBLES-GarCia, Mil, 30;
picked off three passes and mer collegiate golf champion 277. Jimmy Wiechers managed
Chamblits, Cle, 29; Scott,
grabbed off one Colorado and All-Big Eight Conference a 68 for 280, and South African 78. Melton,7chi, 211; Rojas, Mil,
KC,
28, Braun, Min, 78.
fumble while holding All-Ameri- football player at Colorado, did Gary Player took a 72-281.
TRIPLES—Carew, Min, 10;
can candidate Charlie Davis to
COggins, Sal, 9; Orta, Chi, 9;
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
COluccio, Mil, 8.
a mere 19 yards in seven tries.
HOME
RUNS—R.Jackson,
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC.
Davis, as a sophomore, ran for
Oak,
31;
Fisk,
Bsn,
26;
174 yards in a 31-21 win over
F Robinson, Cal, 26, Band°,
Oak, 26. Burroughs, Tex, 26.
LSU
in
1971.
WHILE-YOU -WAIT
STOLEN
BASES—North,
McClendon had praise for
1 TO 1,090 COPIES
Oak, 50; Harper. Bsn, 4$;
D Nelson, Tex, 38
PRINTING AND
freshmen Terry Robiskie, RobCamera Ready Copy thdy.
PITCHING (14 Decisions)—
ert Dow and Adam Dube.
Hunter, Oak, 194, 826, 3.32
DUPLICATING
Ftobiskie ran for 33 yards in
McDaniel, NY, 121, 750, 2.61
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON and Richard Todd each passed Palmer,
B'ai, 21 8, 724, 2 38
seven tries while Dow ran on
Associated Press Sports Writer for two scores and Todd, runSTRIKEOUTS—N.Ryan, Cal,
the kickoff team, breaking
There seems to be a little dis- ning the Wishbone to per- 348; Blyleven, min, 2:13; singer.
Cal, 221
loose for a 53-yard return and agreement
over who's No. I in fection, picked up 105 yards on
another of 25 yards. Duhe is a the
college football ranks these only seven carries.
defensive tackle.
days.
—Seventh-ranked Penn State
In other SEC play Saturday,
"Yes, Southern California did Stanford in with defense,
No. 6 Alabama demolished Cal- certainly
is No. 1," said Coach stifling the Cardinals on minus
ifornia 66-0, No. 9 Tennessee Frank
Broyles of Arkansas 40 yards rushing and limiting
nipped Duke, 21-17, No. 12 Auafter the top-ranked Trojans speedy John to just 10 on seven
burn tripped Oregon State 18-9
blanked his youthful Razor- carries. Meanwhile, Tom Shuand 14th-rated Florida whipped backs
17-0 Saturday night in man succeeded All-American
Kansas State 21-10. Georgia their
opening game.
quarterback John Hufnagel by
tied Pittsburgh 7-7, Mississippi
504.5 MAIN STREET — PHONE 753.4662
Taking the negative position, completing 11 of 18 passes for
State
and
Northeast
Louisiana
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
of all people, is none other than 117 yards and a touchdown.
fought to a 21-21 tie, Missouri the
president of the American
—Oklahoma, national runnerFootball Coaches Association, up the last two years and llth
John McKay of.. Southern Cali- in last week's Associated Press
fornia.
poll, exploded for 480 yards on
"I don't know or care wheth- the ground and thrashetta liker we're rated No. 1 nest ing Baylor team 42-14. Steve
week," he said. "I didn't even Davis, Joe Washington and
think we should be last week." Waymon Clark combined for
Although they were hard- 336 yards and Davis and Washpressed to beat Arkansas, a 25- ington each tallied twice.
—And
there's
Louisiana
point underdog, the Trojans undoubtedly will remain No. 1 in State, obviously in line for a
the ratings after extending ma- climb from last week's No.15
jor .college football's longest ranking. The Tigers put the
clamps on Colorado's Charlie
winning streak to 13 games.
The big question then is Davis-19 yards on seven carwho's No. 2? There certainly ries—and knocked off the 10thare plenty of aspirants, most of rated Buffs 17-6.
Besides Nebraska, fourthwhom gct off and winging in
impressive style Saturday on ranked Texas and No. 8 Notre
11
Dame also were off. They open
the season's first big weekend.
—There's second-ranked Ne- next weekend.
braska, idle after a 40-13 rout
• • •
of UCLA the previous week.
Opr e t Or S
—Ohio State, rated third.
smashed Minnesota 56-7 behind
165 or 225 Bushel. . . Handles all types of small grain, shelled corn, ear
Champ Henson's three touchcorn, dry feeds, bulk fertilizer. . . free gravity flow into elevator or bin. Can
downs, Archie Griffin's 93-yard
kickoff run and Neal Colzie's
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78-yard punt return and with
sophomore quarterback Cornelius Greene at the helm.
—Fifth-ranked
Michigan
pounded out 440 rushing
Itwe's pad own kw yew! S7114-01LUI
yards—including scoring drives Oodumpotast giblets wort FAST aed
Mews* bk ilyiso and dim ninal-sines
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SYRA-CLEAl at all Dreg Stan,entheet seed
Iii a ptegonetlen Seal/cam gueranteed
scored the first touchdown.
dt mew TN Needle,'
—Alabama, No. 6 last week,
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
tipped off a school record 667
1:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
.40.101.
-yiteds—serprisingty, 262 came
10
Oft aft &pia oz.
through .the air—in walloping
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NEW YORK (AP) — Women her body to a daily pill or inFRANKFORT, Ky.—High commission, said, "This is an
interest rates on loans and a all-time high as far as the today have more knowledge troducing a foreign object into
shortage of money haven't yet number of people taking exams about birth control than any her body is objectionable,"
preceding generation, but there Mrs. Danon said.
discouraged the many Ken- is concerned."
"Based on our study findings,
About 50-60 percent of the is a substantial lag between
tuckians seeking a future in the
knowledge and adequate use.
the vast majority of females
When I looked out my window bloom.before the foliage
applicants pass the test, he
real estate business.
comes
Thatone
conclusion
believe that scientists, who are
this morning and saw the up and suddenly you find
The State Real Estate added.
a drift
reached in-a survey of 1,000 mostly male, should research
sunshine,I felt like singing "Oh, of lovely blossoms. Most of
Commission, which issues and
Although courses in real patients at Parkmed, an outthem
and develop an acceptable
what a beautiful morning, Oh are lilac with little
variation. renews all real estate licenses estate aren't required for a patient facility. The study also method to prevent conception
what a beautiful day." We will You can plant them
anywhere in each year, reports that 4,535 license, an agent must take a indicated that there is growing for use by the male."
still have some clouds and the
lawn as the foliage won't be brokers and 4,250 salesmen total of 30 classroom hours disenchantment and reluctance
Mrs. Danon says the study
perhaps rain but after several there to interfere with
mowing. from across the state renewed within two years to keep his arnong females to use any of shows that 72.4 per cent of redays of rain the sun looked
There are so many bulbs that their licenses in June. These license.
the contraceptive methods now spondents believe responsibility
wonderful. I don't mind the rain, are not found in most
gardens figures include 181 new brokers
Until recently, few colleges available to them as well as a for birth control should be
especially when it was so badly and I don't know why
for they and 1,492 new salesmen who and universities in the state wide disparity between attitude joint, or . shared.
needed, but the gloom of dreary are so easy of culture,
and action relating to actual
requie
She adds that the percentage
days is so unpleasnat and little care and cultivation so received their initial licenses in offered courses in real estate, use of contraceptives. of inadequate knowledge of
and fiscal year 1972 (July 1.
but
in
cooperation
with
the
depressing. We almost forget always give such rich
1972
In New York state, abortion birth control methods
commission and the Kentucky was legalized in 1970 but the high that it reinforced was so
how lovely everything is and that really everyone returns through June 30, 1973.)
findings
should
Five years ago, a commission Association of Realtors, more study says there is little evi- about use of birth control methhow beautiful life can be day by have them in quantities.
Look
day. Then the sun comes out your Nursery Catalogues in official said, there were only schools are adding real estate to dence that the action reduced ods.
and
bright and we see the world that you will find a full
about 5,000 agents (brokers and their curriculums. This fall, 15 apprehension among women
Of the patients studied, all Of
description of
has been washed so clean and such fall flowering
salesmen)
in the state. There colleges and universities, in- seeking to terminate pregnancy whom were abortion patients,
bulbs as
doting
its
first
12 weeks. But
shinging and our spirits are Eranthus, lida, Chiondoxa
and has been a steady increase of cluding most of the state there is substantial support for 64,6 per cent were not using
renewed and refreshed. We are pcilla. These are
all wonderful about 1,000 per year for the past community colleges, are of- the view that patients who un- birth ccritrol. For the 35.2 per
ready for any task that lies lot- edging a bed or planting
cent who Were and still became
In several years, and the com- fering an associate degree dergo abortions do so with pregnant, 10.9
before us.
per cent had
drifts. They are reasonable in mission is predicting a total of program in real estate.
more fear for their physical used the pill, 7.7 per cent the
Time passes so quickly that price so that you can
-40-11,000
active
The
agents by the
commission is "shooting well-being than feelings of diaphgragm,
afford to
3.0 per cent the I.
fall planting time will be on us buy them in quantity.
end of fiscal year '73. Since July for higher standards" in the guilt.
U. D. and 5.4 per cent the conbefore we know it. If you have
Almost every color of the 1,635 new agents have received profession, Enos said. It is
Mrs. Ardis Danon, R. N., as- dom.
decided what you want to plant, rainbow is represented.
hoping that both present and sistant administrator at ParkThen licenses.
Mrs. Danon says some of the
send your order in early. there is the little
grape hyacinth
Robert J. Enos, com- prospective agents in all parts med, says patients included in failures may be attributed to
September is nearly half gone which comes In blue and
the
study
were white, more method but that, by and large,
also in missioner of real estate, of the state will take advantage
already and I feel that I have not white. This is the
likely Catholic than Protestant,
Musicari
accomplished half of what I which also conies in a form the main reason said the main of the new educational and more likely Protestant than the majority were probably
caused by human failure.
reason for the increase in Programs.
expected to. But if we use the which has feathery plumes
Jewish.
Prior to the abortion, all
of
agents
over
the
past
years
is
the
next two weeks in planning, and violet. Mere is the
"It is evident that a growing patients, even those not includPuschkinia favorable financial picture. But
order bulbs or shrubs before the with flowers of glistening
number
of
females
distrust
or
ed in the study, suffered from
white, with the current tightening
first of October we should be on and the Triteleia,
of
dislike the birth control meth- fears of physical pain, fear of
these will money,
he
schedule.
ods
sees
a
available
possible
to
them.
Even if someone finding out, fear of fugrow under shrubs or treea
The Kentucky Federation of a female is well-informed about ture
We all love the crocus, but where nothing else
leveling off of the increase.
sterility and fear of being
will and can I
Women's
efficacy,
Clubs
have you ever had the fall be left undisturbed
the idea of subjecting rejected.
will hold its
"To be successful in real
for years. In
annual Fall Board Meeting and
blooming variety? They must be fact most of these
small bulbs estate, three ingredients are
planted this fall but they will not should be left alone
Conference at Louisville's Galt
and will needed. These are property,
bloom until next fall. They are grow and spread
through the buyers of property and money. House Sept. 24-26.
not as vivid in color as the years to create a
Theme on this year's contruly lovely In the past five or six years, we
familiar spring blooming kind spot of color.
had all three," he said, "except ference is "Love: Our Southern
but will be a welcome blossom
a possible shortage of Heritage-Our Southern Hope."
These are
vrhen there is not much else. It is names, but strange sounding residential
Registration begins at 8 a.m.
try some of them
property."
called the Colchicum and should and get acquainted
Now mortgages are becoming Monday.
with them.
The 30th Annual Conservation U.S. Savings Bond.
be planted in groups. They You'll be glad you
At 8:30 a.m. Monday, Sept. 24,
did.
harder to get. The prime inEssay
Contest is getting unEach of the winners, their
terest rate (from the Federal Charles L. Owen, executive derway
in public and parochial parents and teachers
director
sia.he
Kentucky
will also
Crime
Home Loan Bank) is 91
per/
2
schools throughout Kentucky. receive an all-exp
ense paid trip
cent, and Kentucky's savings Commission, will speak on
This year's essay topic is "Fish to Louisville to attend
the 36th
and loan associations can "Justice arid Politics."
and Wildlife Conservation: annual Farm Awards
A
reception
and
Luncheon
banquet
charge no more than 81
will
/
2 perWhat
Can
I
Do?"
in March, 1974.
cent to individuals. Money isn't be held Monday evening. Mrs
Beginning with about 3,000
There will also be awards for
Steorts,
special
as available as it used to be, Nancy
entries in 1943, the contest has district and school
winners.
Enos said, and this situation assistant for consumer affairs
attracted increasing interest
In the poster contest, the first
will affect the number of to Secretary of Agriculture Earl
every successive year, reaching place award will
be a $100 U.S.
buyers, and possibly the- Autz, will be guest speaker.
On Tuesday morning, Dr. a high of 96,000 entries in 1970. Savings Bond. The second place
number of people entering the
During
the
first
29
years
of the award will be a $75 U.S. Savings
Rosemary Sprague, professor
real estate business. .
contest,some 1.2 million assays Bond,and third place
a 650 U.S.
Enos said another reason for of'English at Longwood College have been written on various
Savings Bond.
the recent increase in ager.ts is in Farmville, Va., will speak on subjects. The bulk of these
The trip to Louisville to attend
that real estate is a "fairly easy "Heritage-Hope."
Departmental workshops in essays have been written by the Farm Awards Luncheon,
business to get into." There are
students in grades six through
no educational requirements for education, home life, fine arts, twelve. This year for the first and presentation of district and
internationa
school awards also applies to
l
affairs,
public
an agent, but they must pass a
time there will be a separate
test before receiving a license. affairs and conservation will Conservation Poster Contest for the poster contest.
The Conservation Essay and
The commission gives the test also be conducted Tuesday grades one through five.
Poster Contests are a public
six times a year to a maximum morning.
A total of $3,825 in U.S. service program of The
Dr. Denis G. Martin,
of 500 applicants per test. Both
Savings Bonds will be awarded Courier-Journal and The
associate
professor
at
the
last year and this year an adto essay winners. The first- Louisville Times in cooperation
ditional test was scheduled to University of Louisville and
place
essay winner will receive with the Kentucky Association
director
of
the
Renal
Unit of and
handle the overflow of apa $500 U.S. Savings Bond; of Conservation Districts and
Dialysis
Center
at
General
plicants.
Nat
Sanders,
second place a $200 U.S. Savings the Kentucky Department
of
education counselor for the Hospital, will also speak at the
Bond; and third place a $100 Education.
conference.
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BY OWNER-two story brick
house with full size basement,
three large bedrooms, two baths,
living room, dining room and
kitchen. Has garage apartment
with two bedrooms, kitchen
living room, bath and utility
room. Phone 753-2205 after 4:30
p.m. for appointment. September
26C

I

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

AUTOS FOR SALE

g

PONTIAC CATALINA-1970, two
Joor hardtop, vinyl roof, all
power, air conditioned, low
mileage, new tires. One owner
car. Excellent condition. Phone
S17C
7534924 or 753-1681.

Another View

Paschall Elect. 8, Plumbing Repair

BASS BOAT, 15' Fabuglass Prc.
WANTED SERVICEMAN. Apply Model-1972, 65 H.P. Mercury
at Bill's Mobile Homes, south trolling motor. Phone 753S21C
12th Street, next to Holiday Inn in 9467.
SIC
Murray.

Myers Pumps - Authorized Dealer

All Types of Pump Repair

ELECTRIC RHYTHM guitar and
True-Tone amplifier, $75.00 for
S20C
both. Phone 753-7435.

DODGE DART-1969 GT Sport,
gold with white vinyl top, extra
sharp. Phone 753-5985 or 753-1688,
ask for Butch McKinney.
S20C
Full Time
Stock Clerk
40 hour week
Paid insurance
Paid vacation
Night work
Pay rate $2.11 to $2.80 per
hour
Experience preferred but
not necessary.
Equal opportunity employer

Call
753-1916

Phone 489-2669 or 753-0888
If No Answer Call - 753-3667

SALE-ATHON. $100.00 free
fabric with purchase of the
Golden Touch and Sew by Singer
with desk console of your choice.
Your local Singer Sewing Center,
S20C
Belaire Shopping Center.

Frank Kendall

Bob Paschall

BUICK SKYLARK-1970, double
AL POODLE and
power and air. Less than 25,000
ROY HARMON WW1 carpeter. PROFESSION
By Owner
g and grooming
clippin
zer
Schnau
and
on
left
ng
still
year
buildi
actual miles. One
Custom
By apBEDROOM I_ warranty. Phone 753-6965. Sl7C
= THREE
remodeling. Houses trimmed- with a personal touch.
E BRICK,large family room, 2,
GAS DRYER-Kenmore, "like
doors-Quality pointment, Lyn Dunn, phone 753-,
and
tops
a
formic
LTD BROUGHAM-1970, air
October2NC
2 2 baths-all ceramic tile,
4881.
new" avocado green $100.00.
workmanship. Phone 753conditioning, AM-FM radio, vinyl
i
1980
heat,
SltiC
and
air
central
S17NC
Phone 753-9866.
0790.
767CATERPILLAR 977 loader, tree
square feet of living space, E top,low mileage. Phone
947
Sl7C
2356.
kitchen.
pushing, fence row, stumps and
in
built-ins
exR,
PAINTING-INTERIO
VEGETABLES-LIMA and red
,etc. Phone 753=
from
ditches
miles
d
two
Locate
terior, city or farm. Quality.
GALAXIE 500 XL, 1968,
eye beans. Purple hull and big
October 19C
free
9807.
For
.
meow*
I town oh a one acre wooded E beautiful, like new. Local car.
priced
ably
00
S
Reason
T.*
SHIP
boy peas. Phone 435-4976.
5,4am q,
0 1111 q k.mose roe,.
area. Phone 753-2780':1
437or
0
estimate phone 437-479
= Good gas mileage, $875.00. Rhone
a Days; 70-78112.Evenings E 436-2368.
October11C FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
S17NC
4712.
THE
EXERCISER: VIBRATES InASE
RELE
LD
SHou
4
-NIXot
ELY,
oLuT
"A6S
2 after 9:88.
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
in
live
_...
to
the
ONE
h
WANTED SOME
ches off hips, thighs, stomac
M•lSELF.,,
z.
EM
-M
HEAR
To
G
[NiNI
M
S.
Lee
,
black,
.
TAPE
-1973
ACTOR
in
CARLO
OM NI
CEMENT CONTR
house with elderly woman
easy way. Phone 753-7916. S18C
WIDE LOTS on U.S. 641, south of air conditioning, stereo tape
SHIC
Childress & Son, 753-6170. Patio, BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
Murray. Phone 437-4480.
18c
0,
753.855
or
home
new
Mw-ray, for your
October
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
s, walks,etc.
deck.
garage
M
ALMOST NEW 8 track AM-F
WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY
mobile home. Call owner 753topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
September27P
with turntable and two speakers,
Sl8C FORD TORINO-1970 yellow
0774.
FOR SALE
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
acres
5
to
Phone
3
.
t.
BUY
$125.00
trumpe
on.
TO
WANT
good conditi
WANT TO BUY used
my
in
tting
per
,
baby-si
with green vinyl top. Phone 753Murray
SVC
S17C WILL DO
within 10 miles of
753-9818.
Phone 753-1790
SSIONALLY
S18NC 1973 HONDA CB-350, 500 mlleig•
THREE BEDROOM brick, two 9467.
home for pre school and school CARPOS PROFE
acre price must be reasonable.
767Call
old.
air,
and
week steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
months
two
a
baths, central heat
days
Five
n.
gs
c
childre
evenin
electri
9
753-062
all
age
WANT TO BUY
STTP ATTENTION FARMERS!! Phone
TFC
range, dishwasher, disposal. OLDSMOBILE-1962, and 1985 6106.
S20C mobile home, 12'x50', or 12'x60',' and some evenings. Have Master 489-2504.
Rhodes Feed Mill has received only.
and
Landscaped, trees, fenced yard. Chrysler. Very reasonable.
le
Reliab
no central air and heat. Phone references.
and Pest
S21C Selling due to death in family. 641 PET Shop, north. Chihuahua another truck load of gates.
Phone 753-8416.
517C, reasonable rates. By hour, day or KELLY'S TERMITE
enclosed 753-2377.
gate
large
panel
BUY
TO
toy
541at
tiny
WANT
16ft.,
l
spitz,
,
Specia
cocker
s,
4 100 South
753-391
phone
,
S17C
Control
9.
753-880
Phone 753-4652, ask for Jack, or puppie
.
week. Phone
fish and $20.40, 14ft:, 5-slat panel gate trailer, mechanically sound. Wil1
13th Street, "Eyery• day you
COUNTRY LOTS, extra large see at 501 North 6th Street. 518C poddles, parakeets,
gate, $12.75, pay reasonable price. Phone 436- WANT TO BUY July 16 and July
link
chain
ft
6
753$19.40,
Phone
s.
supplie
0.
$3500.0
and delay lets bugs have their
water.
cars
Restricted,
on
ING
PAINT
M
S19P
CUSTO
Times.
October11C tift. chain link gate $13.50, 10 ft. 5361 after 6:00p.m.
17copies of the Ledger &
TFC
Phone Sam Harris 753Phone Jeff at 753-I way."
CHEVROLET-1969 one ton 1862.
Please bring by the Ledger & motorcycles.
chain link gate $14.60, 12it chain
••••
S17C
October 19C truck, with good metal bed and
8061
July 9 copies of Times Office, 103 North 4th 7832 or 753-7139.
link gate $15.40, 14ft chain link WANT TO BUY
Please
radio. $1800.00. Phone 435Times.
TFNC
&
(comjack
AS CHAIN
Street.
gate $16.50, 16ft. chain link gate The Ledger
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. •
S21P KANS
5312.
R SALE
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
plete), "2" porto powers-molding $17.50. Also Mt. steel post $130.35 bring to the Ledger & Times, 103
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and ,
home
in
my
lessons
TFNC FOR PIANO
3 Bedroom double wide,
Electric Complete pump repair
and other miscellaneous body percent hog supplement (pellet North 4th Street.
try. Phone 753-5897 days or
carpen
or yours, call Jenne Carter at 492- service. Let us check your old
2 baths, 1230 sq. ft.,
shop items. 10'x7' fiberglass or meal) $12.003 cwt. 40 percent
TFC '
5 nights.
Phone
753-762
.
Sl9P
$300.60
66,
8378.
AC-19
a
PONTI
buy
you
central heat, fAlly carpump for you before
FOR SALE OR TRADE
garage door. Phone 753-8346. SHIC hog supplement (pellet or meal)
S18C
4374776.
peted, 4 months old. Owner
new one. 24 hour emergency
$13.00 cwt. Fly blocks $210 each.
PIANO, BAND Instrument,
WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Exwill sacrifice.
. Phone 753trate
service
concen
OLE
dairy
CONS
lessons
cent
SED
per
jazz
41
SSES
and
REPO
guitar
Take
violin,
IWO
.
Painting. Phone 753-4832
terior
tradeP-1973
PICKU
or
E
SALE
'DODG
26C
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ber
5
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ne 753-750
Chandler 5543.
Pat
or
iano for balance due. like new. $8.25 cwt. Tramisol cattle
Erwin
1973
a.m. to 4:00 p.m.- and 8:00
from
Phonerifles;
three
over payments. Phone 753S17C wormer boluses 65 cents each. shotguns;
September 29C
Sl7C Phone 753-7575.
753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free
; professional 753-1470.
Torino
Sport
1940.
my
Grand
in
tting
lots,
baby-si
wooded
BY OWNER; two
WILL DO
Thibenzole cattle wormer boluses
estimates.
gun cabinet
NOTICE
Mill Ludwig drum set;
home,anytime. Phone 753Sharpe Street, beside park, near
September I8C •
Jeff
CATALINA-1966 TWO BUNK bed mattresses. 65 cent each. Rhodes Feed
Phone
AC
buffer.
.
PONTI
Sl7C
Sioux
center
and one
7829.
ky. 382schools, shopping
Kentuc
Cuba,
S19P
$275.00
S17C
Price
air.
with
9.
ible
9
753-713
convert
Phone 753-460
Octabic at 753-7832 or
university. Phone 606)5492593.
octobergc firrn. Phone 753-4016 after_5JX1.B&C CONSTRUCTION wor
1494.
CATTLEMEN-HOG producers:
Sl9C JEWELRY FOR sale. Phone 436NOTICE
Complete block basements,
ADVERTISING
your
store
will
Rhodes Feed Mill
Sl9C MOBILE HOME)2'x60'-Buddy.
patios, •
walls,
retaining
2295.
INES
DEADL
two
or
grain, any amount, shell corn
THREE BEDROOM brick,
ms, two air con- IF YOU have a weight problem
ex- r;
bedroo
years
Ten
etc.
Two
lks,
sidewa
RENT
FOIV
ear corn, for your convenience in perience. Free estimates. Phone
All display ads, classified
years old. Four acres with barn.
ING stones ditioners and portable dryer. All Weight Watchers can help you.
STEPP
ETE
CONCR
Phone
Feed
.
Rhodes
Murray
Phone
of
making feed.
2 miles east
1
3/
and
regular
display
Phone 753-0811 or 753437-4734 or 437Class every Monday at 6:30 p.m
S20C EIGHT ACRES available for and concrete splash blocks. gas.
Mill, Cuba, Kentucky 382-2593 for 4765.
753.6648.
display, must be submitted
Sl7P
&
September26NC
12th
Hall,
3075.
104
n
l
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Gleaso
Libera
Compa
the
North.
r
641
at
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crops,
y
Murra
winter
October9C
more information.
by 12 noon, the day before
Sl9C
S19C
3.
Payne.
Maple Street
agreement. Phone 753-258
publication.
1973 YAMAHA 360cc Enduro, like
TIMBER-LODGE on Tenn- GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
. Phone
$850.00
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4
new,
men,
fresh
ORY
for
FACT
S
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Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville, seamless gutters, installed per
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g
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p
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Tennessee, will build complete your specifications. Call Larry
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.m. the day before!
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p
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brick
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c
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fully.
hauling
3534.
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large paneled den with
Ward
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Available September _17.. Phone pills." Holland Drug
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trailer
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tilt
shape.
motor,
S17C
Evinrude self starter
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ADVER
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after
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All work guaranteed free
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Olan Story's
Rites Held Sunday
Mrs. Olan (Lola) Story of 229
Riley Court, Murray, died
Friday at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Her husband
preceded her in death on June
10, 1960.
The deceased and her
husband resided at their farm
home northwest of Murray until
after his death. She was a
member of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. Born
September 16, 187, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late James William Cochran
and Tulie Hargrove Cochran.
She is survived by one
brother, J.B. Cochran of
Murray Route One, two nieces,
Mrs. Clayburn (Jimmie) Crick
of Kirksey and Mrs. Leon
(Fern) Mohler of Mayfield, and
one nephew, James Cochran of
Warren, Mich.
Funeral services were held
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Hicks officiating.
Pallbearers were Ralph Ray,
Chauncy Worley, 011is Anderson, Stuart Huckaby, J.L.
Ellison, and Edwin Thurmond.
Burial was in the West Fork
Cemetery_

Frank Darnall's
Funeral Services
Held On Sunday
The funeral for Frank Darnall
of Benton Route One was held
Saturday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the 1..inn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Bro. John
Hicks officiating. Burial was in
the Pace Cemetery.
Mr. Darnall died Thursday at
11:30 p.m. at the Benton
Municipal Hospital. He was a
retired farmer and a member of
the Union Hill Church of Christ.
Survivors are five daughters,
Mrs. Adeline Lineberry of
Memphis, Tenn., Mrs. Mildred
Jackson, Mrs. Kitty Mathis, and
Mrs. Martha Lou Cope, all of
Benton Route One, and Mrs.
Georgia Trimble of Hardin
Route One; three sons, Garvin
Darnall of Benton Route One,
Terrell Darnall of Hardin Route
One, and Ted Darnall of
Gilbertsville Route One, sister,
Mrs. Mary Lamb of Benton
Route One; sixteen grand.
children; twenty-seven great
grandchildren; four great great
grandchildren.

Funeral Is Today
For Hollie Cole

Mrs. Furgerson's
Sister Dies, Home
Miss Tylene Cothron, sister of
Mrs. Lattie Furgerson of
Murray, died Saturday at 7:30
a.m, at her home at 2617 Tennessee Street, Paducah.
The deceased was a member
of the Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church and was a
retired employee of the
Claussner Hosiery Company,
Paducah.She is survived by two
sisters, Mrs. Furgerson of
Murray and Mrs. Novella Vick
of Paducah.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
Kennedy Funeral Home,
Paducah, with Rev. Joe Gardner officiating.
Pallbearers are Jim Mune!
Ned Cothran, Newton Cothran,
George Lankton, Victor McManus, and John Yarbrough.
Burial will be in the Brooks
Chapel Cemetery near Dexter
in Calloway County.

Murray Girl Named
MSU DECA President

Robert Jones Dies
Sunday.Afternoon
At Benton Hospital

Rollie Cole of'Benton Route
11u-ee died Saturday at tel a.m.
the Benton Municipal
at
Hospital. He was 72.
Mr Cole was a retired iron
worker and member of the New
Bethel Baptist Church. He was
a member of the Kentucky Dam
Fox Hunters Association and
had won many trophies for
showing his fox hounds in shows
in the area.
- He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Rose Cole of Benton Route
Three, and was the son of the
late Lee Cole and Nora Darnall
• • Cole.
Funeral services are being
held today at one pin, at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home,Benton, with Rev. David
Brasher officiating.
Robert Turner, Ed Jackson,
Golden Kirk, Gilton Henderson,
John Pace, and J.L. Stratton
are serving as pallbearers and
burial will be in the Cole
Cemetery.

Rites Held Sunday
For Mrs. Sherman
The funeral for Mrs. R.E.
(Beulah- N.) Sherman of New
Concord was held Sunday at two
p.m, at the chapel of the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. W. Edd Glover officiating.
Mrs.,Sher man, age 65, died
Thursdayrat 11:50 p.m. at the
Cardiac Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She and her husband,
who survives, had moved here
from Cleveland,Ohio, about one
year ago.
The New Concord woman is
survived by her husband, two
sons, Dr. Robert E. Sherman,
Jr., of Maryland and James C.
Sherman of Detroit, Mich., and
three grandchildren.

Robert Jones, age 73, died
Sunday at five p.m at the
Benton Municipal Hospital. He
was a resident of Benton Route
Two,
Mr. Jones was a member of
the Dexter Church of Christ.
He is survived by four
daughters, Mrs. Mary Ruth
Pierce of Murray, Mrs. Norma
Rose and Mrs.Sue Keen, both of
Benton Route Three, and Mrs.
Anima Walters of Calvert City
Route One; three sons, Gilbert
Jones of Allen Park, Mich.,
Charles Jones of Murray Route
Three, and Barber Jones of
Lincoln Park, Mich.; one sister,
Mrs. Msble Jones of Benton'
Route Three; twenty-one
grandchildren; eight great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with Bro. C. C.
Brasher officiating.
Burial will be in the Mt. Olive
Cemetery in Calloway County
with the arrangements by the
Collier Funeral Home of Benton
where friends may call.

Mrs. Eula Riley
Dies Sunday At
Mayfield Hospital
Mrs. Eula Riley, wife of Ovis
Riley of Kirksey Route One,
died Sunday at 4:15 a.m. at the
Community Hospital, Mayfield.
She was 71 years of age.
The Kirksey woman was a
member of the Mt. Olive Church
of Christ. Born January 18, 1902,
she was the daughter of the late
John Bridges and Martha Cox
Bridges.
Mrs. Riley is survived by her
one
husband, Ovis Riley;
daughter, Mrs. Jean 'Thompson
of Benton; one son, H.L. Riley
of Alino Route One; one sister,
Mrs. Pearl Edwards of Murray
Route Eight; two grandchildren.
The funeral has been
Scheduled for Tuesday at one
p.m. at the Mt. Olive Church of
Christ with Bro. James
Shockley officiating.
Burial will be in the Mt. Olive
the
with
Cemetery
arrangements by the Linn
Funeral Home of Benton where
friends may call.

Food Prices May
Finally Stabilize
Associated Press Writer
Consumers kept a wary eye
on the supezmarket cash register today as the experts tried to
figure out what would happen
to beef prices that were freed
from controls a week ago.
Farmers, processors and
retailers generally agreed that
beef prices would settle down
at a level determined by the
law of supply and demand.
"The way things look now,
the cost of food in the last three
months of this year might even
be less than in July through
September," said Agriculture
Secretary Etui L. Butz in an interview published in US. News
& World Report.
"In the last month, we've had
substantial drops in farm
prices of cattle and hogs and
corn and soybeans and wheat,"
he said. "At the same time,
shoppers in the supermarket
are finding the price of many
foods - especially meat and
chicken and eggs - is down
moderately."
An Associated Press survey
showed there were scattered
declines last week with prices
for some beef items dropping
as much as 20 per cent below
their ceiling level as supplies

Jo Anne Roberts of Murray, a
Junior at Murray State
University, will serve as
president of the campus chapter
of the Distributive Education
Clubs of America for the 1973-74
school year.
(Continued frau Page 1)
Miis-Roberts,daughter of Mr. but we thought that things
and Mrs. Hollis Roberts, was generally were in good shape
an
during
elected
for this opening game. The
that
organizational meeting
be
to
is
contractor
marked the beginning of the
as
congratulated on moving
chapter.
new year for the
fast as he did in the closing
Collegiate DECA is one of five weeks before Saturday.
divisions of the national
organization, emphasizing a
11ilags looked sad over at
two-fold purpose-service to Cutchin stadium as we passed.
DECA students in secondary It was dark. It served its purschools and preparation for pose for an era. We don't know
college students to teach and what the future holds for this
advise DECA chapters.
facility, but we suspect that in a
few years, new buildings will
Mrs. Beale Outland
grow there

Seen & Heard .

Sustains Broken Hip
Mrs. Belae Nell ) Outland of
Murray is scheduled to undergo
surgery today at the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Term.
woman
Murray
The
sustained a broken hip Saturday
flight as she walking on the
concrete ramp to her car as she
was leaving the Roy Stewart
Stadium after the football
game.

Cadet Wives & Fiancees
Of ROTC Plan Meeting
A "Cokes and Conversation"
meeting for Murray State
University ROTC Cadet Wives
and Fiancees is scheduled for
Wednesday at eight p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Palmer A.
Peterson, honorary president.
the
of
purpose
The
organization is to provide social
activities for the group based on
the common interest of set-vice
in the U.S. Army.
Special activities are already
being programmed forethe
current semester. Interested
persons may contact Chris
Melton, chairman, 767-6252 for
information. All members and
prospective members are urged
to attend, Mrs. Melton said.

Services.Art Held
For Mrs. Choate

increased faster than demand.
"The market has straightened itself out without the help
of the federal government,"
said Terry Ward, market relatons director at the Milwaukee,
Wis., stockyards.
Ward said more expensive
cuts of meat simply weren't
selling, making it virtually impossible for retailers to boost
prices further. "If there is a
sudden surge of interest in better cuts, we will see a sharp
increase ( in prices)," he said.
"But if the market continues to
move sluggishly, I see a drop
in prices."
A spokesman for Safeway
Stores in Washington, D.C.,
Maryland, Delaware, southern
Pennsylvania and northern Virginia said there were price
changes on only three of eight
major beef cuts during the first
week after the freeze ended.
Two items - porterhouse steak
and rib roast - went up by 10
cents a pound each and one
item, blade chuck steak,
dropped by 10 cents.
The Big Bear chain of stores
in Ohio said it would not raise
any beef prices for at least two
weeks because the market generally was too erratic.
The ceiling on beef, imposed
more than five months ago,
was lifted last Monday, two
days ahead of schedule. At the
same time, new regulations
went into effect allowing increases on other food items to
reflect higher operating costs. There were scattered increases in the prices of some
nonmeat products, particularly
dairy and wheat items, but
most retailers said it was too
early to predict any specific
price trend.

Sextuplets Born
To Colorado Couple

By PIET BENNETT
Associated Press Writer
DETROIT I AP)- Weary negotiators today recessed a 23hour marathon bargaining session aimed at ending the threeday strike by the United Auto
Workers against Chrysler.
Company officials said the allnight session had brought "considerable progress."
"We are now optimistic about
an early settlement," a Chrysler statement said after the session broke up.
Spokesmen for both the company and union insisted the
talks had not broken off, and a
union spokesmen said its negotiators planned to return at
noon today.
"It's not a bargaining breakdown, it's a breakdown of
stamina," Chrysler Vice President William O'Brien told newsmen after the marathon session.
Because of a news blackout
imposed on the negotiations, no
further details could be obtaned about progress in the bid to
end the strike which began at
midnight Friday and is affecting 112,000 UAW members at
Chrysler plants in the United

Curns ..

Two Injured At
Paducah Raceway
•1 Rack Drc,,,es. & Lingerie
114 OFF

I Rack Jeans & Jackets

States and Canada.
But O'Brien did concede,
''We're closer than we were
yesterday."
A newsman who told UAW
President Leonard E. Woodcock that O'Brien said the two
sides are "close" drew the reply, "I think you're misquoting." Otherwise, union
leaders had no comment.
O'Brien told newsmen as he
was leaving the bargaining
room that he was on his way to
talk with Chrysler Chairman
1.ynn Townsend.
Townsend reportedly stayed
at company headquarters during most of the marathon bargaining session.
The strike was costing the
112,000 UAW members $5 million a day in wages, the union
said.
And Chrysler was faced with
soaring production losses and
prospects of laying off office
workers.
Company executives said
that, if no settlement were
reached today, they would decide whether to lay off an unspecified number of the automaker's 10,5(X) white-collar
workers. Layoffs would hit only
those whose jobs are linked
with car and truck production.

Chrysler's automotive assembly lines were halted at mid(Csatimed from Page 1)
Sparks also announced that a night Friday when thousands of
I
t expected to be about UAW members walked off their
'-"III from the estate of the trobo•J
late James Leland Hurley of
t meant Chrysler lost 4,Detroit has been given to the 600 cars it had expected to asuniversity. Hurley, who died in semble Saturday on overtime.
July, was in the heavy equip- Chrysler had planned to build
ment rental business. He was an 42,000 cars and 11,000 trucks
uncle of James E. ( Buck ) this week, including Saturday
Hurley of Benton, a 1938 gra- overtime_
duate of Murray Stee and an
The auto maker has told its
active alumnus.
Sparks said the donation will suppliers in the steel, tire and
financing
for
used
be
scholarships and a new student
loan program.
The board also approved a
resolution placing campus
security officers under the
provisions of a Kentucky law
which gives them authority on
campus and streets adjacent to
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP) the campus and heard a report The telethon that brought in
on the progress of the exposition $5.3 million for the Democratic
center planned for construction Party Saturday night raised
more than $62,000 in Kentucky
on the university farm.
The proposed 81,4 million events here and at Paducah,
structure, to be built with funds party workers said.
About 951,800 was raised
from the governor's contingency fund, will be used for through telephone pledges and
horse shows, farm implement a television "watch party" in
exhibitions and other major Louisville, according to Mrs.
farm-related events, along with John Crimmins, president of
student instruction and ac- the Jefferson County Democratic Women's Club.
tivities.
H. Glenn Doran of Murray
Mrs. Crimmins said the total
was re-elected as chairman of may go higher.
Telephone pledges and money
the board, and Dr. Charles
Howard of Mayfield was elected raised at a country-style jamvice-chairman. Two other of- boree at Paducah amounted to
ficers were also re-elected- more than $11,000, said Mrs.
Mrs. Patsy Dyer, secretary, Marie McCreary, president of
and Dr. Thomas B. Hogan- the Western Kentucky Democamp, vice-president for ad- cratic Women's Club for Acministrative affairs, treasurer. tion.

Nifty new ways to get the real you together delicious
oatmeal separates. Self-starting separates. fashion powered
and eager to cope with the first crisp, invigorating days
of autumn. Subtle. Sophisticated in oatmeal shaded
wool-nylon zinged with autumn-bright touches.
The, «illection. sizes 5-15. sweaters. 34-40.

$62,000 Raised
In Paducah For
Demo Telethon

parts industries to hold all shipments until further notice. No
contracts with suppliers have
been canceled, a company
spokesman said Sunday'.
Even so, the Budd Co., a Detroit-based parts supplier, said
it is laying off 250 of its 2,500
workers because of the Chrysler strike.

Methodist Churches
Host For Dinner
Here On Wednesday
United Methodist Churches in
Murray will host a special
dinner to welcome new United
Methodist Students at Murray
State University at the United
Campus Ministry Wednesday,
September 19, from 6:30 to 8:00
p.m.
Included in the evening will
be informal fellowship as well
as a "Multi Media Celebration
of Life event" presented by
youth from First United
Methodist Church.
The food will be prepared and
served by women from the First
United Methodist, Lynn Grove,
Goshen, Martin's Chapel, Good
Shepherd, and South Pleasant
Methodist
United
Grove
Churches.
Methodist
United
New
students who wish to attend
should call in their reservations
to the United Campus Ministry
753-3531, by noon Tuesday if
possible, a church spokesman
said.

Accidents ...
(Cautioned from Page 1)
Steffey car was to the right
front, and damage to the Lindsay car was to the left front.
At 3:53 p.m. Sunday, cars
driven by Daniel 0. Ukachuku,
Columbus Ohio, and Lucille K.
Potts, of Mayfield, were involved in a two-car collision on
16th Street, according to police.
Officers said the Ukachuku
car was going east on Main, and
the Potts car was going north on
16th when the accident occurred. Damage to the
Ukachuku car was to the right
side and damage to the Potts
car was to the front end.
At 5:16 p.m. Sunday, cars
driven by Marilyn B. Doran,
909 Sycamore, and Denise Ray,
403 Ash, were involved in an
accident at the intersection of
N. 8th and Payne, according to
police.
Officers said the Doran car
was going south on 8th and the
Ray car was going east on
Payne when the accident occurred. Damage to the Doran
car was to the front end, and
damage to the Ray car was to
the front.
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84-Year-Old Woman
Killed On Her Farm
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Officials Optimistic For An Early
Settlement After Marathon Session

DENVER, Colo.(AP)- Sextuplets - four boys and two
girls - have been born to a LaSue and Charlie's full last kewood, Colo., couple, officials
night, with everybody eating at Colorado General Hospital
fried fish. Their dosing date is said today.
November 4, we think. ManThe babies and mother were
sfield runs a tight ship, and the reported in fair condition.
service is excellent.
A hospital spokesman said
the infants were born Sunday
Rack la the days at Maryland, night to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Jim Taturn was driven mad by J. Stanek.
a butterfingered quarterback
The infants, born six weeks
who cost him at least three ball premature and ranging in
games. After the season ended, weight from just -under two
Big Jim was having dinner Ins pounds to just under three
local restaurant when a waiter pounds, were reported breathdropped a mess of spaghetti ing under their own power.
down his neck.
The spokesman said Caesa"Excuse me, sir," numbled
rian surgery was necessary to
the waiter; then looking at Jim assist the birth of the last five
closely, his face lit up in
babies.
reeognition. "Say, Mr. Tatum,"
Doctors had determined six
he exclaimed,"I have a relative weeks ago that Mrs. Stanek
who plays for you."
would deliver six babies, the
"Don't go any further," hospital said.
groaned Jim. "From the way
The couple also has a 4-yearyou handled that spaghetti, I old son. Stanek is an accounknow exactly who you mean." tant.

PADUCAH, Ky. lATh - Two
men remained hospitalized today following a crash at the
Paducah International Raceway here Saturday night.
The men, both spectators,
Final rites for Grogan Dowdy
were struck by a car which
were aeld Saturday at two p.m.
went out of control on the No. 4
at the chapel of the Max
turn at the raceway.
Churchill Funeral Home with
They were W. Cotton Glisson,
Rev. Paul Wringer officiating.
79, of Hickory, who was listed
in fair condition in the intensive
Pallbearers were John
tare unit at Western Baptist
Clendenen, Albert Crider, WW
Hospital, and Mack Martin, 52,
Tucker, Jim Wilkinson, Neville
of Paducah, who had been
Williams, and V.O. Shelton.
transferred to the cardiac care
Burial was in the Led_wit at the hospital early today.
better Cemetery.
'The funeral for Mrs. Annie Y.
Melvin Earles, a member of
Mr. DOwdy, age 80, died
Thursday at th4--Convalescent Choate of Hialeah, Fla., was the Metro Security Police, a
Division of the Murray- held Sunday at two p.m. at the private security agency, said a
Calloway County Hospital. He is chapel of the Lindsey Funeral car driven by Bobby Canner of
Don Mayfield was coming out of the
survived by one sister, Mrs. Home, Paducah, with Rev.
turn when it went out of conV.O. Shelton, and one brother, Young officiating.
as trol. Canner was not injured
served
Nephews
Hubert Dowdy His wife, Mrs.
pallbearers and burial was in
Earles said the vehicle went
Emma Bell Dowdy, died in
the Elm Grove Cemetery in through a three-inch oak retainApril, 1960.
Calloway County.
ing wall, flattened a fence and
Mrs. Choate, age 71, widow of landed several feet from the
Ellie B. Choate,died Tuesday at bleachers.
10:45 p.m. • at North Shore
Glisson was struck by the car
Hospital in Miami, Fla. She had as It went over him, Earles
moved from Paducah four said. The car landed on top of
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (API years ago and was a member of Martin, who sustained back and
Church. leg injuries.
- An 84-year-old Christian ffie Broadway Baptist
She is survived by one
A third man, Rudy Davenport
County woman was trampled to
Mary Bell of of Paducah, was 'treated and
death Sunday in a barn on her daughter, Mrs.
brotbsrs, released at the hospital for infarm, by a cow which lad lust Hialeah, Fla.; three
Martin Young of lUrksey,
suffered when I seal_
given birth_to a
Alfr[Wg'ëf Miiira.f,
struck by part of the flattened
Mrs. Ella Rickman Parker Rog Young of Detroit, Mich.; fence
died while being transferred one sister, Mrs. Rowena Finnell
The track win! closed for
from a Hopkinsville hospital to of Paducah; six grandchildren; about an hour after the accia Nashville hospital.
ten great grandchildren.
dent

Final Rites Held
For Grogan Dowdy
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